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Jubilation in the Air
In its continuous effort to challenge the
status-quo in Indian aviation and bring
back joy to flying, Vistara completed two
wonderful years of living its dream on
January 9, 2017.
In a short span of time, Vistara has
become synonymous with seamlessness,
unmatched
hospitality,
on-time
performance and the ‘new feeling’ in
Indian skies. With unmatched products
and delivery of intuitively thoughtful
services, Vistara reminded millions of
air travellers in India that flying can be a
refreshing, world-class experience even
in domestic skies. There isn’t a bigger
testament to this success than winning
the trust of close to 4 million customers in
just 24 months and a constantly growing
list of prodigious titles and accolades.
As growth came along naturally, Vistara
expanded its network to connect 20
destinations across India with 13 aircraft
through over 500 flights a week.
Sharing the joy on this special occasion
with customers, Vistara began the new
year by launching a ‘Celebration Sale’,
inviting travellers to plan their holidays
with all-inclusive fares starting at just
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`899. The bonanza saw many more
customers choose to travel with Vistara
during the jubilant period ushering in the
New Year.
In its commitment of giving back to the
society, Vistara enabled a ‘Flight of Fantasy’
for a group of less-privileged children on
a day trip to Ahmedabad, giving wings to
their aspirations and adding memories
of a lifetime to their childhood. Vistara
employees also contributed towards an
education fund that will be given to the
airline’s NGO partner, Salaam Baalak
Trust, which works for the homeless and
street children in New Delhi.
In another exciting development, Vistara
added two new destinations to its fastgrowing network: Leh in the lap of the
Himalayas, and the holy city of Amritsar.
The Vistara inflight magazine this month
captures the essence of these two cities,
remarkably different from each other, but
both, with their distinctive charm, offer
an experience that lingers on in the minds
of today’s discerning travellers. The cover
of this month’s edition of the inflight
magazine features the characteristically
elaborate turban of Nihang Sikhs that is

as vibrant as the state they belong to. The
‘Enroute’ section features the marvellous
sights and landmarks that greet you when
you look out of the window at 36,000
feet enroute from Delhi to Leh aboard
Vistara. For the corporate travellers who
find themselves in Ahmedabad for a short
stint, the ‘Bleisure’ section lists quick
hotspots you could discover in the 48hour city guide.
The world of aviation is as exciting
to learn about as it is to be a part of!
For the aviation-lovers out there, the
‘Aerodynamics’ section features types
of aircraft and their specifications. The
photo feature on page 54 showcases a
slice of the action from Aero India biennial
air show and aviation exhibition held in
Bengaluru, India at the Yelahanka Air
Force Station.
We hope you enjoy reading the magazine
as much as we do creating it. We welcome
comments and suggestions for this
magazine at inflightmag@airvistara.com.
Keep flying the new feeling!
Team Vistara
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the social

buzz

The ‘new feeling’ has spread its wings in the
social media and the Twitterati can’t stop
talking about Vistara

Answers of the Aviation Quiz - January issue
Answer 1: Bengaluru
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Answer 2: 1952

Answer 3: Douglas DC-3

Answer 4: Tupolev Tu-144

Answer 5: Nivedita Bhasin
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Hues of
Neelanchal

Concert hall crafted with

Algorithms!

Until now we heard of algorithms, a problemsolving method based on a sequence of specified
actions, being used to design bridges, automobile
parts, typefaces or even chairs. But recently in
Hamburg, Germany, a newly opened concert
hall, the Elbphilarmonie, has been designed using
an algorithmic formula. Elbphilharmonie—is
a product of parametric design and is filled
with stunning architectural gems including the
central auditorium, a gleaming ivory cave built
from 10,000 unique acoustic panels that line the
ceiling, walls, and balustrades like the interlocking
pieces of a giant, undulating puzzle. Algorithms
have been used to generate a unique shape
for each of the 10,000 gypsum fiber acoustic
panels. The 10,000 panels coalesce into a billowy,
punctuated by 2,150 seats and 1,000 hand-blown
glass light bulbs.

Art plays a large part in making
our lives infinitely rich, though
we may not be aware of its
contribution. It is the aesthetic
spectrum of artists that makes
us more thoughtful and wellrounded humans. In an endeavor
to promote marginalised but
talented artists, Art Tree has
created and curated an art
show, which will showcase
the artworks of 9 artists
from Odisha, at the Lalit Kala
Akademi in New Delhi, from
Feb 19 - 25, 2017. The aim is to
support the artists to showcase
their talent and to get them
recognised in their individual
capacity for future commercial
success.

The word Budget was derived from the Middle
English bowgette, which came from Middle French
bougette, which in turn is a diminutive of bouge,
meaning a leather bag
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VH1 SUPERSONIC
Vh1 Supersonic is all set to become
an international multi-genre
music festival with the American
Hip Hop legend, Macklemore, as
the second headline artist while
it was announced in December
2016, at LIVE Viacom18’s marquee
property Gionee Vh1 Supersonic
powered by Budweiser that Eric
Prydz will be leading first. With this
announcement, Vh1 Supersonic
introduces Hip Hop, for the first time
ever, into its line-up. Foraying into a
spread of genres beyond Electronic
Dance Music, the music festival is
diversifying its offerings, extending
and presenting a musical experience
to a whole new audience. Talking
about his debut performance in
India, Macklemore said, “India is one
of my favourite places in the world.
Extremely excited to be playing this
festival!" Grammy Award Winner and
superstar of Hip Hop, Macklemore
often writes the lyrics of his songs
on themes close to his heart or
on meaningful social causes, for
instance, My Oh My¸ is a song that
he dedicated to the sports caster,
Dave Niehaus, who died in November
2010. Kartikeya Sharma, Marketing
Director, AB InBev, India & South
East Asia, said, “We are excited to
kickstart 2017 with Vh1 Supersonic,
which is bringing the legendary
Eric Prydz and Hip Hop legend,
Macklemore to India.”

On my Kindle
Veteran Bollywood actor Rishi
Kapoor shares what inspired his
recently released biography,
Khullam Khulla
Why a biography now?
I've had a very happy journey in the movies.
The general perception that actors' children
have it easy, is wrong. Maybe it's just good
enough to get you a break but you're only
good till that one film. Then you are on
your own. Only my passion for acting has
helped me survive in the industry, not my
surname. The fact is that I love my work
and getting paid for it is a bonus. I had a
comfortable launch in Bobby. I was born with
a silver spoon in my mouth but that's not
my mistake. I haven't had to face struggles
like staying hungry on a footpath but I've
had my share of challenges. I made films.
My films flopped and I was on ground zero.
I was as good as any of my contemporaries.
Then I had to fight the system. Remember, I
came with a romantic film and at that point
of time, a storm called Amitabh Bachchan
entered the industry with his angry young

In Numbers

Private rocket to the moon
Since mankind's first giant step to the moon, there
has been an endless fascination with transcending
the earth biosphere and stepping into the lunar
orbit. A US company might just have taken its
own step to live up the fantasy. Moon Express, A
Florida based private firm, has secured funding of 20
million dollars, which will allow it to send a robotic
spacecraft to the main surface later this year. If
the mission is successful, they would be the first
private entity to travel to the moon, which will be an
international milestone in space exploration. Moon
Express aims to mine the moon of its resources and
contribute in paving a way to colonise moon and
later Mars, believing that it is one of the ways to
prolong humanity's future on Earth and in space as
results have long indicated that the moon could be
potentially our second home.

Evolution of the
Range Rover

1969

Range Rover
Prototype
(Velar)

1981

Range Rover
Classic
(four-door)

2001
Third-

generation
Range Rover

2016

Range Rover SV
Autobiography
Dynamic

Hockey India League 2017
man image. That changed everything.
Thereafter every actor wanted to be an action
hero. I was thrown into the choppy waters
and had to keep my head up to survive.
Nobody wanted to see a musical, romantic
film. I was struggling all my life after that. I
wanted all this and more to reach people.
The biography reveals you paid to win
an award!
I was all of 21, naive and a brat. This man
came to me and said that if I paid this
amount he can get me an award for a film. I
thought nothing wrong with it and gave him
the money. I got the award. I would rather
like to think it wasn't compromised and I
earned it!
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The ongoing fifth edition of the Hockey India
League (HIL), a tournament organised by Hockey
India (HI) which started on January 21 will conclude
on February 25 and 26. Some of the key players to
watch out for in the tournament are Sardar Singh
(Jaypee Punjab Warriors), Florian Fuchs (Dabang
Mumbai), Nikkin Thimmaiah (Dabang Mumbai),
PR Sreejesh and VR Raghunath (Uttar Pradesh
Wizards).

Life is but a play
of chance in the
game of choice
-Twinkle Khanna, in her book
The Legend of Lakshmi Prasad

on record

If you’re tired of arguing with strangers on
the Internet, try to talk with one in real life
-Barack Obama

Sweater selfies
Though most will argue about the validity
of knitting as a form of art and relegate
it to something that grandmothers and
aunts do to the pass time, Sam Barsky
has made quite a name for himself
by knitting his way around the world.
Hugely popular on internet, Sam Barsky,
for the past 17 years, has knit sweaters
that depict famous landmarks he has
visited and continues to do so till date.
He became an internet phenomenon
when he began to pose infront of the
famous landmarks wearing a matching
sweater. From the famous New York
square to Jerusalem's Western
Wall, it takes him only a
month to replicate the
landmarks. On his list of
ambitious artistic quest,
is knitting a groundhog
for Groundhog Day and
also Martin Luther King.

perspective

Experience

Sports in a different way
With the vision to make sportswear
and equipment available to everyone,
Decathlon's recent launch of the online
portal (www.decathlon.in) would enable
people to buy sports goods in places
which still do not have a Decathlon Store.

and sporting needs. The well-trained
employees at the store guide you to choose
the right equipment based on your needs.
If you want to update your wardrobe with
sportswear and try out something new,
Decathlon is the one stop shop.

Get spoilt for a choice with 5,000 products
and equipment covering over 50 sports
which will satisfy all your camping

Decathlon also hosts events in its stores
to give customers an opportunity to try
and experience new sports.

Save Nature with Simpolo
on record

There’s a lot to be optimistic about in 2017…life is
getting better for more people on our planet.
-Bill Gates

Our dreams, hopes and aspirations are
shaped and inspired by nature. But, the
more we want nature inside our homes, the
more we end up destroying millions and
millions of trees. However, the intensity
of this thought led us towards the path,
free from the harmful effects of mining.
As a result, SCS has borne out to set
benchmarks in terms of design, size and
innovative thoughts. Simpolo, for the first
time, has come up with the unbelievably
awesome range of SCS tiles in order to
deliver variety (be it Marble, Granite, woods
or other stones) at one's delight.
Nurturing the essence of nature, turn
your abode into a chic and family-friendly
possession. With these huge, gorgeously
durable tiles, make your favourite places
look widely spacious. Surrender to this
revolutionary embrace of SCS where
harmony resides with opulence. With us,
save nature and help paving a brighter
future for a compassionate world.
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film in focus

Rangoon
A movie based on World War II, Rangoon will
be releasing on February 24th, 2017 starring
Shahid Kapoor, Kangna Ranaut and Saif Ali
Khan. Kangna would be playing the role of
Jaanbaaz Miss Julia whose character is based
on the Fearless Nadia of the 40s. “The wave
of female heroism of 1930 and 1940 was a
unique phenomenon. Very little of this wave
is captured in any of our recent films or
literature. We had a team that extensively
researched this period since the narrative of
Rangoon is set in this era and in this milieu,”
said Vishal Bhardawaj, director of the film.

Puppet
Festival
Get ready to
be entertained
with a variety
of sensational,
inspirational and
magical shows at the spectacular
Ishara Puppet Theatre from Feb 3-10,
2017 in Delhi, Gurgaon & Chandigarh.
From the traditional to modern forms
of puppetry, ranging from rod to string
puppets; to mixed performances
with dance, theatre, music and more
- the festival has a dazzling line up of
pioneering puppetry entertainment
and storytelling for all ages .
Participating Countries: Afghanistan,
Germany, India, Indonesia, Iran,
Palestine, Spain, Sweden, Taiwan.

travel bleisure

the city of the

mahatma

Historically significant for trade and commerce, Ahmedabad can
add a touch of taste and spirituality to your business visit
Words : Priti Zararia

L

ocated on the banks of
Sabarmati River, Ahmedabad
is the largest city in Gujarat.
Over the past about a
decade, the city has emerged
as an important economic and industrial
hub in the country, drawing visitors and
business travellers from across the globe.
A peaceful evening by the Sabarmati,
a walk through the life history of the
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Mahatma, a visit to the Akshardham
temple and a company of the classic four
wheelers at the Vintage Car Museum —
there is a lot you can take back from your
business visit to Ahmedabad. No trip to
Gujarat is complete without trying the
Gujarati veg snacks of khaman, dhokla,
fafda, khakhra, bhajiyas and theplas.
Here's a quick guide to trying the wellknown dishes at the not-so-common
joints in Ahmedabad.

?

Did You Know
Located on the banks
of river Sabarmati,
the Gandhi Ashram
is where Mahatma
Gandhi stayed
between 1917 to
1930 experimenting
with farming, animal
husbandry, cow
breeding and khadi,
and practicing
ahimsa. Besides
maintaining a record
of documents related
to the Mahatma,
the ashram hosts a
number of activities
that can provide a
peaceful break from
the routine life.

travel bleisure

Breakfast Time

Nibble on street food
Ambica's Dalvada, Das Kaka's Khaman
Ambica’s Dalvada
Located in Satellite area, Ambica’s
Dalvada is a delicious quick bite for ones
on the move. The hot and crispy dalvadas
with chutney and green chillies will leave
you asking for more.
Must try: Dalvadas, batata vada and
masala chai

Das Kaka’s Khaman
Khaman is an inseparable part of Gujarati
snacks. Often mislabeled as ‘dhokla’, this
spongy Gujju delicacy is famous across
the country. Do not miss a platter of
these ‘light on tummy’ snacks at any
of Das Kaka’s Khaman outlets across
Ahmedabad.
Must try: Khaman, sev khamani and
sandwich dhokla

New Lucky Restaurant, Swati Snacks, Shakti — the
sandwich shop
Swati Snacks
Located in the Law Garden
area, Swati Snacks is known
for quality street food served
in a modern cafeteria-style
restaurant. The place with a
visible kitchen is buzzing at
any given time of the day. It
can be visited for breakfast as
well as for quick lunch. Savour
popular Gujarati snacks till your
stomach can take it.
Must Try: Handvo, thali peeth,
satpadi roti and gatta nu shaak
New Lucky Restaurant
Located near Lal Darwaja, New Lucky restaurant is
built on an old cemetery. The tables are arranged
around the coffins which are believed to be of sufi
followers from 16th century. This unique restaurant
was a hangout place of painter MF Hussain. Waiters
are eager to serve, after the morning ritual of paying
respect to the dead is over.
Must try: Maska bun and amdavadi chai

Shakti - The Sandwich
Shop
For great variety of lipsmacking and innovative
sandwiches, head to Shakti
- the sandwich shop. It has
multiple branches across
the town and is known for
staying open till late in the
night. Gorge on sandwiches
loaded with mayo, cheese
and exotic stuffings.
Must try: Mexican sandwich,
chocolate sandwich and
Russian sandwich

AVIATION QUIZ
1. Who is the first woman to fly solo across the Atlantic Ocean?
Answers in the next issue of Vistara magazine.
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travel bleisure

Indulge in spiritual
experiences
Akshardham Temple, Hathee Singh
Jain Temple

Historical Hidden Gems

Dada Harir ni Vav, Modhera Sun Temple, Sidi Saiyed Mosque
Dada Harir ni Vav
Located in a quiet area of
Asarwa, Dada Harir Vav was
built in 1485. The five-storey
stepwell is adorned with
beautifully carved walls and
columns. The steep descent
reveals the complexity of the
medieval marvel designed to
provide water to the city. The
best time to visit the stepwell
is in the late morning when
light penetrates all the way
down to the bottom.

Akshardham Temple
Located 23 km from the city,
Akshardham Temple is dedicated to
Lord Swaminarayan. Akshardham is
an epitome of traditional architectural
excellence combined with the best of
modern technology. The temple is built
using intricately carved sandstone put
together with ancient temple building
techniques. The highlight is the Sat-ChitAnand Water Show which narrates the
parable of Nachiketa.

Modhera Sun Temple
Located 100 km from Ahmedabad, the
Modhera Sun Temple is dedicated to the
Sun god. This 11th century temple is an
epitome of ancient Gujarati architecture.
The Gudhamandapa, Sabhamandapa, Kirti
Torana and the Kund are the highlights inside
the vast complex. Get out of the hustlebustle of Ahmedabad and escape to the tiny
village of Modhera to explore the ancient
Hindu legacy.
Hathee Singh Jain Temple
Located outside the Delhi Gate, Hathee
Singh Jain Temple is an architectural
marvel created out of white marbles.
The 19th century temple is adorned with
ornate pillars and intricate carvings.
The temple is a serene place to spend
an afternoon and explore the history of
Jainism and various Tirthankars.

Sidi Saiyed Mosque
Built in 1573, Sidi Saiyed Mosque is known
for the intricate lattice work — Sidi
Saiyyed Ni Jaali. The ‘Tree of life’ jali on
semicircular arch-windows is a symbol of
the city’s glorious past. Located opposite
The House of MG, the jalis adorn the
back wall of this unassuming mosque.
The jalis made of intricate carvings on
solid stone is truly marvellous.

AVIATION QUIZ
2. In which year was online check-in for flights first introduced?.
Answers in the next issue of Vistara magazine.

travel bleisure

Dine like a local
Toran dining hall, Vishala

Unusual Museums

Auto World Vintage Car Museum, Kite Museum, Calico Museum of Textiles

Toran Dining Hall
A Gujarati thali with more than 15
varieties of dishes served in one plate
is a quintessential must try. Located
on Ashram Road, Toran Dining Hall is
known for the elaborate platter and
quick service at reasonable rates. No
trip to Gujarat can be complete without
gorging on variety of dals, sabjis, farsan
and sweets in one thali.
Must try: Dahi vada, undhiyu, khichdikadhi and khandvi

Vishala
Portrayed as a typical Gujarati
village, Vishala is all about a villagestyle dining experience. Located near
Vasna Tol Naka, the open air setting,
floor seating and tribal music at
Vishala mimic a rural ambience.
Relax on a khat after a hectic day and
enjoy Gujarati hospitality at its best.
Must try: Gujarati thali, aloo mutter
shak and bhakri
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Auto World Vintage Car Museum
Curated with a private collection of Pranlal Bhogilal,
the ‘Auto World’ is a vintage car museum located
near Paldi. The collection of Rolls-Royce, Bentley,
Jaguar, Cadillac, Austin, Daimler, Maybach, Buick,
Lancia, Lincoln and various other renowned
models portrays the symbol of wealth, power and
style. From romantic convertibles to ceremonial
limousines, the collection is a visual delight.

Kite Museum
Kite Museum is a part of Sanskar
Kendra located in Paldi. The
collection of 125 kites features
rare kites collected by Bhanu Shah
over the years. The kites made
from paper, nylon, silk, cotton
and bamboo are adorned with
paintings of Radha Krishna, scene
of Garba, block prints, mirror work
and other motifs. Explore the
history of kites and kite-making at
this unique museum.

Utensils Museum
Located in the premises of Vishala, VECHAAR
Utensils Museum houses a collection of more
than 4500 utensils from all over India. Curated to
preserve the diverse cultural heritage,
it showcases utensils collected
from ancient times to the
present day. Some of them
are more than 1000 years
old, handed down through
generations.

Calico Museum of Textiles
Located in Shahibag area, the museum
presents an outstanding collection of
Indian textiles. The collection consists
of handcrafted antique weaves as well
as modern fabrics, including 500-yearold chadars used by the Mughal court.
Get acquainted with the nuances
of tie-dyed, ikat and other weaving
techniques in this state-of-the-art
museum. A Kashmiri shawl that took
three years to complete will leave you
speechless.

TRAVEL enroute

The Land Beneath My Wings

Delhi
to leh

Leh is a gateway to some of the most enchanting and
unexplored landscapes in India. As Vistara prepares to begin
flights to Leh next month, Mike Johnsingh, a pilot with Vistara,
throws light on the must-visit places around the town

F

rom time immemorial, India’s
diverse charm has held the
imagination of countless
invaders, travellers, and
scholars. Today, millions of
tourists are left enchanted by her charm.
Ahead of Vistara planning to add Leh as
its 20th destination, we take you to the
roof of the world, where the snow-clad
peaks reach for the heavens.

At 3256m above sea level, Leh is a diverse
and unique land. A land forged by the
relentless work of nature. It is the land
of Lord Buddha’s followers, monks,
monasteries, yaks, rare wildlife and snow
clad peaks, where azure lakes compete
with the blue hues of the sky and amazing
rock formations carved by nature over
centuries. A place where you could get
sunburnt and frostbitten the same day.
Welcome on a journey to discover Leh
with the mighty Indian Himalayas at their
very best.
Not many know that Leh is India’s largest
district with a land area of 44,000sq.km.
The Indus River meets the path to Leh at
the town of Upshi and gives it company
all the way to one of the world’s highest
commercial airports, the Kushok Bakula
Rimpochhe Airport in Leh, Jammu &
Kashmir, Vistara’s 20th destination. The
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Hemis National Park
A home to the endangered snow
leopard, Hemis National Park is one
of the most sought after destinations
for trekking. Hemis Monastery, home
to the famous Hemis festival, is
another popular place to visit here.

Shimla
Once the summer capital of
British India, Shimla is visible as
the aircraft flies over Himachal
Pradesh. The old-world charm
of the city and the Himalayan
landscapes never fail to attract
visitors.

Delhi

A city which traces its
history to Mahabharata,
Delhi is an important
political centre of India.
Sprawled over the west
bank of the river Yamuna,
it is one of the fastest
growing cities in India.

leh
tso moriri
Tso Moriri or Mountain Lake is a salt
water lake 8km wide and nearly 28km
long, known for the beautiful blue
waters and rare species of birds that
inhabit it during the short summer
season. In the summer, the lake is sky
blue and come winter, it becomes one
solid sheet of white ice.

From New Delhi, Leh is at a distance of
700 km. A Vistara Airbus 320 will cover
the distance in one hour and ten minutes.
The glacial rivers of Zanskar route into
the Indus River. Leh airport is the highest
commercial airport in India at 10,682 feet.

Pangong Tso
Located about 170km from Leh, Pangong Tso
is a picturesque lake spread partly in India
and Tibet. The lake, which is about 134km,
rose to fame after it formed a backdrop in the
climax scene of Aamir Khan starrer 3 Idiots.

last major town before Khardung La on
the highest motorable road in the world,
Leh is a pitstop for numerous undiscovered
locations in this part of Jammu and
Kashmir. Once in Leh, local tour operators
and bike shops offer options of renting
vehicles or hiring bikes for road trips in and
around Leh.
On the northern axis, beyond Khardung La,
the picturesque road unwinds and travels
along river Nubra that traces its origin
to the Siachen glacier. From the 18,000ft
height of Khardung La, the river looks like
a thin stream of dust, camouflaged in the
high altitude desert terrain. This is the road
to Siachen glacier, the highest battlefield
in the world. En route, a picturesque turn
takes you to Hunder, a mountain desert,
and home to double-humped camel also
known as the Bactrian camel. At 160km
from Leh, Hunder, a remote oasis in the

Visit the Hall of Fame museum in Leh, that has
a collection of artefacts and documents related
to the Indo-Pak wars

middle of the Nubra is also famous for a
gompa (small temple building), situated
close to the Diskit monastery, one of the
oldest in Nubra valley. A visit to Hunder and
back makes for a day-long trip from Leh.

airfield — often referred to as the Il-76
ground. The museum, maintained by the
Indian Army, has a collection of weapons,
documents and artefacts from various
Indo-Pak wars, mainly the Kargil conflict.

After the hectic trip across Khardung La,
spending a day in Leh can be relaxing.
Besides the flea market that displays a
plethora of authentic Tibetan artefacts,
the main market at Leh is the place of
restaurants galore, Tibetan cafes and
garment shops that offer varied options
such as Pashmina shawls, woollens, home
decor articles, souvenirs and much more.
The Leh monastery, which is visible from
almost anywhere in the town, is a must visit.
Equally enthralling could be the experience
of spending an afternoon at the Gurudwara
on the Leh-Kargil road. Being an important
military location, Leh also has the 'Hall of
Fame', a museum located adjacent to the

En route Pangong Tso, one can visit
Thicksey, Hemis and Shey monasteries. The
sunrise or the sunset at Pangong Tso is a
not-to-miss affair. Besides, two famous
high altitude lakes — Tso Kar and Tso Moriri
are famous for migratory birds, wildlife and
have colourful deposits around.
Like all, a trip to Leh leaves memories
that remain trapped and weathered only
by time. The peaks change shape by the
relentless work of nature. The snow-fed
mountain streams change course charting
and meandering different paths creating
new natural wonders. But the beauty of
Leh remains unchanged and eternal.
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The Midas

touch
In the city of the Golden Temple, everything is worth gold. The
city of Amritsar is a dazzling showcase of composite culture
and secular heritage. Historically known as Ramdaspur and
colloquially as Ambarsar, the city has a proud past, a glorious
present and a promising future
Words : Mia Gandhi
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O

ne of the most pristine
cities with Guru-vaani
humming
from
the
Gurudwaras, Amritsar is
renowned world over for
the Golden Temple, also known as Sri
Harmandir Sahib Gurudwara. The city
may be synonymous with the Golden
Temple, but there is more to Amritsar
than that. A visit to Amritsar in itself is
an experience that is sure to leave you
spellbound with its tales of culture,
patriotism, tradition and history that
fill the air.

The city of Amritsar will not let you have
a dull moment. Its quintessential spirit
is found not only in its gurudwaras and
temples, mosques and churches, but also
in its theatres and galleries, parks and
gardens, archives and libraries, art and
architecture, museums and memorials,
havelis and forts, fairs and festivals,
vibrant folk dances and scintillating
taans, narrow lanes and winding alleys,
traditional bustling markets and lipsmacking cuisine. As Vistara sets to fly
to Amritsar, here is a brief preview of the
city and its heritage.

Golden
facts
The city was
established in 1574
by the fourth Sikh
guru, Guru Ram Das.
The Harmandir Sahib
was designed by the
fifth guru, Guru Arjan
Dev. The four entry
doors to get into the
gurudwara signify
the genuineness of
the Sikhs towards all
people and religions.
The gurudwara we
see today was rebuilt
in 1764 by Jassa Singh
Ahluwalia with the
help of other Sikh
Misls.
Amritsar is home
to the Harmandir
Sahib (commonly
known as the
Golden Temple).
This important Sikh
shrine attracts more
visitors than the Taj
Mahal with more than
100,000 visitors on
weekdays alone and
is the most popular
destination for nonresident Indians (NRI)
in the whole of India.

cover story

Phulkari
An integral part of Punjabi
marriages, joyous occasions
and festivals, Phulkari
symbolises unique attire
of Punjabi women and
conveys the spirit of the
state. Numerous shops in
narrow lanes of Amritsar
offer multiple options to
buy intricate Phulkari work.
This handiwork acquires its
distinctive eye-catching quality
from the brightly coloured
un-plied (un-twisted) silk
thread, known as pat, which is
used for embroidery work. In
early days, the base cloth was
a hand-spun and handwoven
cotton fabric, known as
khaddar. Then, the khaddar
used to make Phulkari was
sourced and dyed locally while
the pat was purchased from
merchants who brought silk
from Afghanistan and China.
Today, a variety of fabrics like
chiffons, crepes, georgettes
and silks are used for the
Phulkari embroidery. Although
a wide variety of stitches are
used to achieve a Phulkari
design, the darning stitch
remains its dominant stitch.
Other stitches include running,
cluster, buttonhole, stem,
herringbone and cretan. The
motifs and styles of Phulkari
dictate the choice of the stitch
to be used.

Recently
restored
Heritage Street
in Amritsar

Heritage calling
Heritage Street: From billboards all
over the place, small shops with big flex
boards and a mesh of wires hanging
overhead to bright lampposts, buildings
with Rajputana and Mughal architectural
domes and jharokhas, LED lights
illuminating the façades, the recent
restoration work has given a new look
to this holy city. The facade of nearly 150
buildings on the street surrounding ‘Sri
Harmandir Sahib’ has been recreated
in a uniform architectural theme which
imparts it a grand look akin to 400year old city of Amritsar. The recently
renovated one-kilometre stretch, starting
from the old Town Hall building, going
towards Jallianwala Bagh and then up to
the Golden Temple, offers a walk through
an open monument. The model of
Parliament House along with the statue of
Dr Ambedkar, a unique rock sculpture in
front of Jallianwala Bagh lit with an eternal
flame, a mammoth statue of Maharaja
Ranjit Singh are some other attractions
that catch the fancy of a tourist.

War and Partition museums: A mural in
War Memorial pays tribute to 21 brave
hearts who attained martyrdom while
fighting Afghan intruders in the Battle
of Saragarhi (1897), North-West Frontier
Province. A light and sound show and a
45-metre sword are the main highlights
of the museum.
Town Hall near the Golden Temple,
houses the Partition Museum, which
depicts the painful memories of the
people during India's partition. The
memories are portrayed through
newspaper clippings, digital prints and
audio-visual media.
Glorious Past
Maharaja Ranjit Singh Museum: The
summer palace of Maharaja Ranjit Singh,
turned into a museum, is a lovely building
which archives the Royal Heritage of
Maharaja Ranjit Singh such as arms
and armour, outstanding paintings and
centuries-old coins and manuscripts.
The palace is surrounded by the famous

The recently renovated one-kilometre stretch to the
Golden Temple, offers a walk through an open monument
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not to miss
Bharawan Da Dhaba
Located close to the Golden Temple,
this dhaba is a family restaurant
frequented by Punjabi food
lovers. Considered as one of the
best places in Amritsar serving
authentic kulchas, the Dhaba makes
for a perfect, old-style dining ambience.
Must try: Boondi raita, varieties of kulchas and
aloo kulcha thali

Amritsar is often credited for its contribution to
Punjabi literature and folk culture
Gurudas Ram Jalebiwala
This famous jalebiwala near the Town Hall
serves jalebis made in pure ghee. One of the
most famous places in Amritsar, tourists
from across the globe consider Gurudas Ram
Jalebiwala as one of the best sweet shops
during their trip to Amritsar.
Must try: Jalebis and gulab jamuns

hola mohalla
Hola Mohalla is a three-day festival
celebrated primarily in Anandpur Sahib
Gurudwara, Punjab. The festivities begin with
a visit to gurudwara where early morning
prayers are held and Guru Granth Sahib is
read. This year, the festival will take place on
March 13.

Rambagh Gardens popular for its statue
of the legendary king with his horse.
Wagha moment: One of the most
exciting things to do in Amritsar is to
visit the Wagha checkpost on the IndoPakistan border. Here, the Change
of Guards Ceremony is attended by
thousands who gather to witness the
display of precision and skill by the men
in uniform.
Cultural Bliss
Amritsar is often credited for its
contribution to Punjabi literature and folk
culture. Home to the early Punjabi poetry
that gifted the world, two prolific writers
— Mahakavi Santokh Singh and Bhai Veer
Singh, Amritsar is the hub of Bhangra, a
popular dance form. Some other, equally
popular folk dances from the region
include Gatka, a martial folk dance
performed during religious festivals and
Giddha, popular among women.
Shopping Galore: Shops displaying
exquisite durries, juttis, phulkaris,
parandas, wadian and more beeline
Amritsar market, offer a delight for
shopaholics. Small shops in area
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adjacent to the Golden Temple offer
religious articles and souvenirs besides
sumptuous Amritsari cuisine. For eyecatching apparels and jewelry, visit
Kapda Bazaar; buy dry fruits from Mishri
Bazaar and head to Hall Bazaar for
gadgets and gizmos, funky accessories,
local handicrafts and more.
Culinary extravaganza: Sarson Ka Saag
and Makkai Di Roti, Butter Chicken
and Amritsari Fish — Amritsari food
has carved a niche for itself. Some of
the most popular street food items in
Amritsar are tanduri kulchas, channa
bhatura, multi-layered parathas, mutton
tikka, seekh kabab, barbecued chicken
and fried fish to name a few. Do not
miss Khajur (a special sweet made from
maida), gur ka halwa, pinni and balushahi
when in Amritsar.
“Amritsar is not just bhangra or giddha,
sarson ka saag and makki ki roti, it is
an attitude and a way of life, despite
the modern winds blowing, the city
still enshrines and exudes its essential
cultural identity” — this is how local
residents describe the city. A visit to
Amritsar just underlines the belief.

current affairs catalyst

Union Budget

Then to now
Here is a quick look at some of the milestone budgets of India
that changed the country forever

O

ne of the most awaited
financial events of the year,
the Union Budget, marked a
milestone transition this year
when, instead of February 28
or 29, it was presented on the first day of
February. And while the decision-makers have
justified the shift by saying that it will give
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them more time to implement the proposed
changes, this is not the first time the budget
has witnessed a notable transition. While
the outcome of the proposed reforms will be
visible only in the days to come, here is a look
at a few historic budgets that have defined
India's economy and set it on a trajectory that
it today follows.

current affairs catalyst

?

Did You Know
Printing of the budget
starts with a ritual
wherein 'halwa', a sweet
is distributed amongst
the staffers of the
Finance Ministry.

Interestingly, the staff of
the ministry that deals
directly with budget
documents is kept in
isolation for about a week
leading to the budget day.
It is only after the budget
presentation in the Lok
Sabha that the staff is
allowed to communicate
with their families.
The President of India
fixes the date of budget
presentation.

The then finance minister
Yashwant Sinha delivered
his budget speech for the
first time in 2001 at 11
am, earlier, it would be
delivered at 5 pm.
The maximum number
of budgets have been
presented by Morarji
Desai — 10. In 1964 and
68, he presented the
budget on February 29
on his birthday.
Pt Jawaharlal Nehru,
Indira Gandhi and Rajiv
Gandhi are the only
Prime Ministers to have
presented the budget.
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Increasing the competition between firms in the domestic
market led to adequate incentives for raising productivity and
reducing cost
welcoming globalisation
The budget speech of 1991 is considered
historic for many reasons. For one, it
reshaped the country's export-import
policy and scrapped the infamous license
raj — opening the Indian industry to
global competition. The budget speech
by the former Prime Minister and the
then finance minister Manmohan Singh
is cited as a landmark as it provided the
much needed tax exemptions for exports
in the Indian IT industry, a decision that

paved the way for India to become a
global IT hub over the past decades.
"It is essential to increase the degree
of competition between firms in
the domestic market so that there
are adequate incentives for raising
productivity, improving efficiency and
reducing costs," Singh had then said in
his speech.
The dream budget
On February 28, 1997, the then finance
minister P Chidambaram presented what
has been hailed as the 'dream budget'.
Rightly so, the budget slashed direct
and indirect taxes and introduced fiscal
measures that are hailed as roadmaps for
reforms in various sectors. Experts cite
that the Voluntary Disclosure of Income
Scheme (VDIS) rolled out during the
budget played a key role in broadening
the tax base in the years to come. The
same budget increased the limit for
Foreign Institutional Investments (FII),
and reduced import duties on a number
of products.
"The limit of aggregate investment in
a company by FIIs, NRIs and NRI-OCBs
is now 24 per cent. I propose to allow
companies to raise this limit to 30 per
cent, subject to the condition that the
Board of Directors of the company
approves the limit and the general
body of the company passes a special
resolution in this behalf," the finance
minister had said while increasing the FII
limit. So impactful was the speech that
by the time it got over, the Sensex had
risen by 6.5 per cent.

current affairs catalyst

india: economic
profile

7.9
Per Cent

According to the World
Bank, Indian economy is
expected to grow at 7.9 per
cent in 2017-18

65

Per Cent
Is the contribution of
the service sector to
India's Gross Domestic
Product (GDP)

USD 23.88
billion

India's exports as of
December 2016
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It was the 1997 budget that broadened the tax base in
India and facilitated the FII inflow in the country
As a ritual, the
finance minister
poses outside
the Finance
Ministry before
presenting the
budget in the
Parliament

The budget that transformed
the IT industry
Experts opine that if the 1991 budget
speech opened India to globalisation,
the February 2000 budget instilled
confidence in the software industry
that went on to develop the cities
of Bengaluru and Hyderabad as the
biggest IT hubs in the country. The
Indian IT industry flourished after
the then finance minister Yashwant
Sinha phased out tax exemption that
was applied to IT exports in 1991.
The decision paved the way towards
bringing the sector at par with other
industrial sectors in the country

signalling that the IT industry in India
had come of age.
"We have done remarkably well in the
field of computer software development
and exports, and the same can be
achieved in the development and export
of entertainment industry products,
specially films, TV, software and music.
With a view to facilitate India becoming a
super power in this sector, I am including
a number of measures in the budget. My
aim is to give similar facilities and tax
benefits to this sector as are available to
the export of goods and merchandise,"
Sinha had said during his budget speech.

AVIATION QUIZ
3. Which is world's longest flight route by distance?
Answers in the next issue of Vistara magazine.

Axe Brand
universal oil

The best companion and
ideal gift when you travel

people personality

off the

runway

In India to promote khadi, internationally acclaimed fashion
designer Bibi Russell feels that organic fabric is the muchneeded connect between fashion and development
Words : Rahul Sarkar

S

tanding true to her ambition, a common
girl from Dhaka, became the first woman to
earn a degree from the prestigious London
College of Fashion in 1975, which led her to
fashion associations. Just when she was on
the pedestal of her career, working as a fashion model
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for international designers like Yves
Saint Laurent, Kenzo, Karl Lagerfeld
and Giorgio Armani and fashion
magazines like Vogue, Harper’s Bazaar
and Cosmopolitan, Bibi Rusell chose to
return back to her country Bangladesh
in 1994, with a vision towards
uplifting the dying craft culture of
her homeland.
With the soul vision to 'save the
craftsmen and help revive their
dreams', Bibi Rusell started 'Fashion for
Development' in 1995. Over the past
two decades, she has been radiating an
outstanding example in development
of vision and strategy not only for
Bangladesh but for the entire Southeast
Asia, Latin America and Africa. She has
been an inspiration to those who believe
in national development, holding the
hands of the modern world but rooted
firmly in their respective indigenous
traditions and cultures.
Tell us about your aesthetic and
design sensibility.
I have started a union of modern
western culture and the creativity
of ordinary village craftsmen in
Bangladesh. Fashion for Development
is a back-to-your-roots idea, but it
does not encourage people to remain
backward. It encourages them to
adopt mass production techniques,
simplification, division of work, cost
controls, state-of-the-art design and

production and marketing tools to
make them sustainable and capable of
moving ahead.
What inspires you to constantly work
with khadi and handloom?
When people see my collection, I want
them to understand and appreciate
all the work and effort that has gone
into it. I want to preserve the heritage
of my country, foster creativity,
provide
employment,
empower
women and contribute towards the
eradication of poverty. That’s where my
commitment lies.

Fashion for Development is a
back-to-your-roots idea, but
it does not encourage people
to remain backward. Rather
it encourages them to adopt
mass production techniques,
tools to make them
sustainable and capable of
moving ahead

How has Bibi Productions changed
over the years? Tell us about your
struggles, your victories and the
people who helped you reach where
you are.
Over the past decades, I have worked
very closely with artisans of different
countries to redress the declining trend
in crafts that were once the mainstay of
their economies. The first ready-to-wear
collection, 'The Weavers of Bangladesh',
launched at UNESCO headquarters
in Paris in 1996, was a showcase of my
country’s outstanding handloom fabrics
and environment-friendly dyeing and
production practices.
It also opened an avenue to rescue poor
people out of poverty in developing
countries through creativity and
good taste, preserving and enriching

Interesting facts
Colours of Bangladesh
Bibi began her journey to represent
the vivid colours of Bangladesh by
giving craftspeople an opportunity
to enhance their considerable
skills and achieve economic
survival. Bibi Productions’ first
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ready-to-wear collection ‘Weavers
of Bangladesh’ was launched at
UNESCO headquarters in Paris in
1996. Since the successful launch,
UNESCO has supported several
of her shows in Europe including
London Fashion Week. Bibi’s brand

has provided work for thousands of
weavers and artisans.
Chasing dream
She materialised her dream to
eradicate poverty by using culture
and creativity in her own country

- Bangladesh. Bibi’s sheer hard
work in developing outstanding
handloom fabrics with colours
that are non-chemically produced,
taking into consideration our
environment, has not gone without
recognition.

Website: odishatourism.gov.in/www.visitodisha.org• E-mail: oritour@gmail.com • Toll Free : 1800 208 1414,
OTDC Central Reservation Counter (10 am - 6 pm): Tel. : +91674 2430764

For pure nature lovers, the diversity of Odisha’s flora and fauna will come as a pleasant surprise. With Wild Life
Sanctuaries such as Bhitarkanika, Similipal and Chilika home to some of the rare plants and animals like tigers,
leopards, hyenas, elephants, wolves, deer, mangrove forests, among others, you can be one with nature.

Similipal –
A UNESCO National Park awaits
for your wild amazement.

Bhitarkanika wild life sanctuary–
The best place to sight the giant Salt Water
Crocodile and other rare species

EXPLORE THE EXOTIC
WILD LIFE OF ODISHA IN ITS
PRISTINE WILD LIFE
BIOSPHERES AND
ESTUARINE SANCTURIES

sanket odisha tourism 2016

people personality

Bibi Russell
working
closely with
the artisans

production practices that faced the risk
of extinction. Since then, my philosophy
has evolved.
'Fashion for Development' has become
an alternative economic concept that
empowers artisans to use their talent
to succeed in crafts that embody part of
the cultural traditions of each country
and enable them to preserve a dignified
autochthonous way of life without
turning their back to modernity or to
globalisation.
Your presence in the Indian fashion
scene has been spontaneous. Are you
ambitious about showcasing at the
key fashion weeks of the world?
Everything is a matter of circumstances.
I am always open to the idea of finding
newer platforms to showcase the
beauty of craft.
What is your vision for Bibi
Productions for the next decade?
Our world, our future lies in the hands
of the next generation. Be it poor or well
fed, they are tomorrow’s leaders. I have
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Our future lies in the hands of the next generation... I have
taken it upon myself to teach them to be self-sufficient and
to encourage self-employment

taken it upon myself to teach them to
be self-sufficient and to encourage selfemployment.
It is my dream to watch these children
blossom into strong confident young
individuals the world can learn from.
Allow me to quote you. "O Mother,
When I leave this world, please bury
me among my brothers and sisters
in the weaver's colony" — you once
said. You were born into an illustrious
family without facing monetary

struggles. Then from where did this
ineffable love for not just the craft
but the craftsmen arise?
When I was a child, we always had these
vendors selling things on the street. I
had everything I could ask for, however,
every time I saw them I was envious.
They wore such beautiful textiles. I
was fascinated by their colours and the
combinations they wore. It was ironical
that despite having it all, I still didn't
feel like it. This love for textile gradually
built on and here I am today, doing what
I love the most.

AVIATION QUIZ
4. Which is the busiest commercial airport in the world?
Answers in the next issue of Vistara magazine.
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JHarkhand
discover a rare paradise
Hon’ble Chief Minister of
Jharkhand
Shri Raghubar Das

J

Blessed with immense biodiversity, moderate climate, rich cultural
and historical heritage, religious places of worship and ethnic aspects,
Jharkand is a delight for people looking for a new experience.

harkhand is endowed with
a rich cultural heritage and
is bestowed liberally with
the bounties of nature. The
state is a kaleidoscope
of past splendour and present
glory. It is a fascinating place with
luxuriant forests, captivating wildlife,
enthralling waterfalls, exquisite
handicrafts, sprawling water
bodies, enchanting classical and
folk dances and music and, above
all, hospitable and peace-loving
people. Jharkhand is blessed with

The Government
is focusing on
developing good
tourism infrastructure
at all the locations
with comprehensive
development and activitybased tourism, along
with adventure tourism,
based on the profile of
locations. A new additions
to the list would be the
Temple tourism at Maluti,
which has a treasure of
ancient temples intricately
decorated with terracotta.
immense biodiversity, moderate
climate, rich cultural and historical
heritage, religious places of worship
and ethnic elements. Historically,
Deoghar and Parasnath have been
the holy pilgrimage sites for Hindu
and Jain religions, respectively.
Besides that, sanctuaries at
Dalma, Betla, nature tourism at
Netarhat and Massanjore, Hundru
fall, Jonha fall, Dasham fall, Hirni
fall, Dimna lake, Chandil dam,
Patratu dam, Hatia Dam and Kanke
Dam are already known places
of tourist interest. Now, the focus
would be to develop good tourism
infrastructure at all the locations
with comprehensive development
and activity-based tourism, along
with adventure tourism, based
on the profile of locations. A new
addition to the list would be Temple

tourism at Maluti, which has a treasure
of ancient temples intricately decorated
with terracotta. Mining tourism is also
to be developed following the best
practices from other parts of the world.
DEVELOPING TOURISM
The State of Jharkhand was formed in
2000, but owing to multiple factors—one
of the major ones being the frequent
change in government—the State
government did not develop a focussed
approach towards developing tourism
until last year. For instance, there was
no State tourism policy in the last 15
years. Development of tourism is one of
the major thrust areas for the new State
government. The first step was to lay
out a comprehensive tourism policy to
attract tourists and investors. The idea
is to develop tourism in a sustainable

manner and to go with the nature and
the ecology and not against those. First
step towards that would be to spread
information, as the awareness about the
treasure of Jharkhand is not adequate
at present, at the same time to instill
confidence among the tourists by way
of developing state-of-the-art tourism
infrastructure in the state, which will
be developed through private sector
participation (PPP) wherever feasible.

Development of tourism, in a
sustainable manner, is one of
the major thrust areas for the
new State government. The
idea is to go with the nature
and not against it.

The Department of Tourism is
now actively working on what we
call the 7S strategy. It is centred
around: Swagat (welcome), Sahyog
(cooperation), Soochana (information),
Sanrachana (infrastructure), Suvidha
(facilitation), Safai (cleanliness) and
Suraksha (security).
The Department of Tourism is working
on a war footing on all these seven
parameters. Activities aimed at giving a
facelift to tourist spots were completed
at a lightning speed of just one month
from the date of release of work order to
the contractors. All measures to ensure
that Jharkhand features on the world
tourism map soon.
PROMOTING TEMPLE TOURISM
Jharkhand can serve to widen

the spectrum of tourists.
Indicatively, in terms of
religious tourism, Deoghar and
Parasnath are the only holy
pilgrimage sites—for Hindus
and Jains, respectively. There
is a village in Dumka district
called Maluti, which has a
treasure-trove of ancient
temples intricately decorated
with terracotta work. Given
Jharkhand’s mineral and
mining wealth, the State can
also be developed uniquely for
mining tourism, on the lines
of countries like South Africa
and Australia. All the media
channels shall be tapped for
disseminating the marketing
information. It is not always
the quantity, but also the
quality and the positioning,

The Department of Tourism is now actively working
on what is called the 7S strategy. It is centred around:
Swagat (welcome), Sahyog (cooperation), Soochana
(information), Sanrachana (infrastructure), Suvidha
(facilitation), Safai (cleanliness) and Suraksha (security).

which are more important.
Jharkhand will be appropriately
positioned to attract tourists
separately for all categories
of tourists, like nature and
wildlife enthusiasts, leisure
travellers and pilgrims. Private
sector shall also be contracted
for developing tourism
assets and infrastructure in
the State. Marketing effort
of such initiatives will also
be supported, as it will also
benefit the State tourism.
The best way of making a
positive impact will, however,
be to ensure to provide best
of experience to the tourists
visiting the State in terms of
infrastructure, as their opinion,
comments, blogs count a lot in
the age of internet.

Department of Tourism
Govt. of Jharkhand
For more info visit:
www.jharkhandtourism.in

photo frames

the wingwalkers
Breitling Wingwalkers, an
aerobatic team from the UK
displays wing walking skills at
Yelahanka Air Force Station. The
young wing walkers perform
dazzling aerobatic performances
on Boeing Stearman biplanes that
fly in coordinated formations
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breaking the sound

barrier
As Bengaluru witnesses Aero India 2017, here is a throwback of
some amazing displays from 2015
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lethal weapon
The Light Combat Helicopter
(LCH) developed by India's very
own Hindustan Aeronautics
Limited made its debut
in Aero India in 2011. The
manufacturers reportedly
claim that the rotor design of
the helicopter makes it one of
the most agile design in
the world

tiger moth
A De Havilland Tiger Moth gets
ready to take off. A restoration
project of the vintage aircraft of
the IAF was undertaken in 2007.
The yellow metal bird features
regularly at Aero India and
participates in static as well as
dynamic displays
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Red Bull
Flying Bulls or Red Bull, the aerobatic
team of Czech Republic first
performed at the aero show in 2008.
In 2015, two of the planes almost
collided mid-air, but the skilled pilots
avoided a crash landing

swift take-offs
A fighter jet takes to skies.
Every year, Aero India witnesses
participation from fighter jets
from across the world
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aero dynamics

defying

gravity

In this section dedicated to flying, we bring to you some interesting facts from the
fascinating world of aviation. Here are a few popular commercial aircraft and their
technical specifications which differentiate them from the rest in the world
Words : Vivek M Vaghasiya, member, AMA

terminology
Take off weight: The
maximum weight that
a pilot is allowed to
attempt to take off.
Powerplant: A part of the
propeller unit, it varies
according to the capacity,
purpose and desired
speed of the aircraft.
Fuel: Aviation fuels have
anti-freezing and antiexplosion properties.
While turboprop
engines use jet fuel;
Avgas, meaning Aviation
Gasoline, is commonly
used for IC enginepowered aircraft.

Airbus, A380-800
The double-deck A380 is the biggest
commercial aircraft. With a seating capacity
of 853 passengers, it accommodates
525 passengers in a typical four-class
configuration. The cabin consists of main
and upper decks. The power plant of the
world's biggest passenger aircraft includes
four Rolls-Royce Trent 900 engines.
Interestingly, the cabin air is recycled every
three minutes to keep the atmosphere
fresh, while natural light is provided by 220
cabin windows in the aircraft.

About Aero
Modelers
Association
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SPECIFICATIONS
Name: Airbus A380-800
Manufacturer: Airbus
Capacity: 853 passengers
Fuel: 320,000 L / 84,600 Gallons
Take off weight: 575 t (1,268,000 lb)
Powerplant: 4 X Rolls-Royce Trent 900
Cruising speed: 587mph (945km/h)
Range: 8477 naut. mile (15,700km)

Aero Modelers Association or
AMA is the first National body
for Aeromodelling in India,
an associate member of Aero
Club of India (ACI). What binds

its members — who come
from different walks of life —
together, is their love for flying.
Some of AMA members are
pilots and aviation professionals.

Cruising speed: The
speed at which an
aircraft travels after
reaching the set altitude.
Average speed of
commercial aircraft is
400-500 nauts.
Range: This is the
maximum distance
an aircraft can cover
between landing and
take off on the basis of its
fuel capacity.

AMA has taken an educational
initiative by taking Aeromodeling
to the school level, to familiarise
the young with the subject of
aviation. www.amai.in

aero dynamics

Boeing 777-300
Boeing 777-300 is the second biggest
passenger aircraft in its category in the
world. According to official claims, the
777-300 has nearly the same passenger
capacity and range capability as the
747-100/-200 models, but burns onethird less fuel and has 40 per cent lower
maintenance cost. Aviation experts cite
that there is about 50000 cubic ft space
in a Boeing 777-300 and that a lightly
loaded aircraft can accelerate from zero
to 96 kmph in less than 60 seconds — an
engineering feat for a mammoth size.

Boeing 747-400
Boeing 747-400 is considered one of
the most preferred aircraft in the
Boeing 747 family worldwide with
a seating capacity of 524 in typical
two-class configuration and 416 in
a three-class configuration. In 1966,
when Boeing first announced the
creation of a 747 Jumbo Jet, aviation
experts criticised the technical
specifications and predicted that
it would be impossible to fly an
aircraft of 'that' size. Over 50,000
employees worked relentlessly in
the initial development phase of
the 747 family; so much so that the
then Boeing president William Allen
called them The Incredibles.
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72.72 m

24.09 m

SPECIFICATIONS
Name: Boeing 777-300
Manufacturer: Boeing
Capacity: 550 passengers
79.75 m

Fuel: 320,000 L / 84,600 Gallons
Take off weight: 575 t (1,268,000 lb)
Powerplant: 2 X Rolls-Royce Trent 892
Cruising speed: 554mph (892km/h)
Range: 5940 naut. mile (11,000km)

64.4 m

70.7 m
19.4 m

SPECIFICATIONS
Name: Boeing 747-400
Manufacturer: Boeing
Capacity: 524 passengers
Fuel: 2,16,840 L / 57,283 Gallons
Take off weight: 438 t (3,96,900kg)
Powerplant: 4 X GE CF6-80C2B5F
Cruising speed: 572mph (920km/h)
Range: 7252 naut. mile (13,430km)

aero dynamics

Airbus A340-600
The A340-600 has a seating capacity
of 475 passengers. It can accommodate
380 passengers in a typical three-class
configuration. Its four Rolls-Royce
Trent 556 engines can develop a thrust
of 53,000lb to 56,000lb. According to
official claims on the Airbus website,
"Over 600 million passengers have
flown well over 20 million flight hours
and 2.5 million flight cycles with airlines
flying A340 (family aircraft) for as long
as 16 hours per day." Over 370 A340s
have been ordered — the website says.

Airbus, A330-300
Airbus A330-300 is the most economical
mid-size aircraft with a fair balance
between range and cost. According to
official figures, the orders of A330 family
aircraft have crossed the 1600 mark from
over 100 operators who fly these aircraft
on a range of missions including VIP
flights. According to official records in
the open domain, A330s fly to over 400
destinations around the world each week
in commercial services.

SPECIFICATIONS
Name: Airbus A330-300
Manufacturer: Airbus
Capacity: 440 passengers
Fuel: 97,530 L / 25,765 Gallons
Take off weight: 257 t (2,33,000kg)
Powerplant: 2 X GE CF6-80E1
Cruising speed: 541mph (871km/h)
Range: 6400 naut. mile (11,300km)

Ilyushin 96-400

SPECIFICATIONS
Name: Ilyushin Il-96-400
Manufacturer: Voronezh Aircraft
Production Association
Capacity: 436 passengers
Fuel: 1,94,880 L / 51,482 Gallons
Take off weight: 292 t (2,65,000kg)
Powerplant: 4 X PS-90A
Cruising speed: 541mph (870km/h)
Range: 5,400naut. mile (10,000km)
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The Il-96-400 is a Russian
long-haul wide-body aircraft
manufactured by Voronezh
Aircraft Production Association.
It is the latest version of the Il-96
family, which was designed by
Ilyushin. The development of
this aircraft was prompted by
the need for Russia to reduce
dependence on imported
aircraft. As per reports, the first
few deliveries of the aircraft are
slated to be diverted to military
for special missions. The aircraft
will be manufactured at United
Aircraft Corporation's (UAC)
VASO plant in Voronezh at a rate
of about eight to ten airframes
per year. The maximum range
of the Il-96-400 is 10,000km.
The aircraft is powered by four
Aviadvigatel PS-90A1 engines
which generate a maximum take
off thrust of 35,274lb each.

SPECIFICATIONS
Name: Airbus A340-600
Manufacturer: European Union
Capacity: 475 passengers
Fuel: 1,94,880 L / 51,482 Gallons
Take off weight: 419 t (3,80,000kg)
Powerplant: 4 X Rolls-Royce Trent 556
Cruising speed: 543mph (881km/h)
Range: 7,900 naut. mile (14,600km)
(Disclaimer: The photographs used in this
article have been taken from official websites
of the manufacturers. In cases, where
photographs of the aircraft were unavailable,
those belonging to the family of aircraft have
been used. Vistara or the publisher takes no
responsibility of the variation that may happen
at the source of the image.)

leisure theatre

THE ART OF

Stagecraft

12 plays, 50 shows and 15 cities: as Zee theatre begins its four-month
tour, we catch up with some leading actors and get an insight into what
the tour means to them

S

howcasing some of the finest
plays featuring Makrand
Deshpande, Sunil Shanbag,
Mahesh
Dattani,
Nitish
Bhardwaj, Sonali Kulkarni,
Milind Phatak and more, Zee theatre has
organised a 15-city tour that started on
January 14, 2017. The four-month long
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tour will conduct shows of some of
the most acknowledged playwrights in
genres ranging from drama, suspense,
social issues, musicals, classics and
satires. According to the organisers,
the tour aims to "create and curate the
best of Indian Theatre for national and
international audiences." We spoke to

the actors and gathered their views on
what makes the tour special for them.
“This is a firm step forward towards reinvigorating theatre, an art-form that
has been a part of Indian culture for
centuries. With over 50 shows spread
across 15 cities, we aim to offer an

LIVE YOUR LIFE WITH DIGNITY..
Urinary incontinence or the loss of bladder control is a common and often an embarrassing problem. 3 out of 10
women and 1 out of 10 men experience slight bladder leakage at some stage in life. If you are living with incontinence,
we have an ultimate solution for you..

ROMSONS introduces
ADULT DIAPERS, a design breakthrough specially designed to fit both men and
women. It offers superior leakage protection. The unique pads with extra locking layer locks the fluid immediately
and keeps the user dry and clean. It provides outstanding dryness and comfort. You can be assured you have the
protection you need throughout the day, however active you are!!
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RGI MEDITECH PVT. LTD. J-31, Sector 63, NOIDA-201301 (INDIA) ; Tel : +91 11 42630000; Web : www.romsons.com

leisure theatre

Jana Tha
Roshanpura

unforgettable experience to audiences
across the country and strengthen the
entire theatre ecosystem for the future,”
said Anuj Talukder, President, Zee Live.

Jana Tha Roshanpura is directed by Virendra Saxena

“Theatre, as compared to
films and television, has
not flourished much in
our country... The tour is
an interesting concept to
take popular plays across
the country.”
-Makarand Deshpande
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Over the next four months, the specially
created and curated tour will travel
to key cities in Punjab, Uttar Pradesh,
Madhya Pradesh, Gujarat, West Bengal
and Rajasthan making theatre accessible
to audiences across these regions. A
treat for the audience, the actors too are
excited about reaching out to audiences
from varied parts of the country.
According to veteran actor Makarand
Deshpande, “Theatre, as compared to
films and television, has not flourished
much in our country... The tour is an
interesting concept to take popular
plays across the country.” Deshpande
plays the lead role in Sir Sir Sarla, slated
to be staged at Ranchi on February 18
and Jamshedpur on February 19.
The tour flagged off with Shriya
Pilgaonkar's play Internal Affairs in
Delhi. “We have done around 60 shows
of the play in Mumbai and Bengaluru.
This is the first time that we will be
performing in different parts of the
country. It feels amazing,” she said.
Internal Affairs was also featured at
Patiala on January 29.
According to Kumud Mishra whose play
Dhumrapan is scheduled to stage at
Chandigarh on February 12, such tours

Ishwar would love nothing
more than to rid himself of
his son-in-law Chandan.
His daughter Panja’s death
compels him to share his
home with Chandan for
an entire year. Chandan,
who isn’t thrilled with
the arrangement either,
finds himself frequently
engaged in childish banter
with Ishwar. But when
they realise that their
year together is coming
to an end, the dynamics
silently shift and they
find themselves dreading
the separation and the
loneliness that will follow.
Star Cast: Virendra Saxena,
Ravi Mahashabde,
Samta Sagar
Director: Virendra Saxena

White Lily &
Night Rider
With the pseudonyms White
Lily and Night Rider, two
individuals in their 30s build
virtual identities and fall in
love with each other online.
But when they decide to
meet in person, things don’t
quite go as planned.
The play uses humour
and irony to highlight the
difference between real
and online personalities of
people which often leads to
mismatched expectations.
Star Cast: Sonali Kulkarni
and Milind Phatak
Director: Milind Phatak

leisure theatre

Sir Sir Sarla
Sir Sir Sarla, a long-winding
drama in two parts, tells
us the story of Professor
Palekar, a poetry teacher
and his two most beloved
students, the pretty
Sarla and the seemingly
unimpressive Phanidhar.
Flitting between the past,
when they were his students
and present, four years after
they've graduated, the play
traces their lives, which
remain interwoven, even
though time has moved on.
Star Cast: Makarand
Deshpande, Sanjay Dadhich,
Aahana Kumra and Faisal
Rashid
Director: Makarand
Deshpande

Chakravyuh
Chakravyuh is the story
of the 13th day of the great
battle of Mahabharata.
This play does not confine
'Chakravyuh' to just a
warcraft, but takes it to the
level of a philosophy. This
play explores the episode of
the killing of Abhminayu in
Chakravyuh formation and
all the questions, myths,
ideologies and convictions
related to it at many levels.
Written and performed in
the form of verses, this play
works as a bridge between
history and present and
connects them both with
perennial concepts of Karma
and Dharma.
Star Cast: Nitish Bhardwaj,
Lalit Bhardwaj, Rahul
Bhuchar, Tarun Dang, Bhanu
Pratap Singh, Latika Jain,
Kanika Sood, Rahul Singh,
Bharat Sharma, Ankita
Juneja, Gaurav Jakhu,
Dikshant Negi and Farooq
Khan
Director: Atul Satya Koushik
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Dil Chahta Hai fame Sonali Kulkarni feels that the
experience of acting on-stage feels as new as the first
time, every time

A scene
from Sir Sir
Sarla

are helpful in bridging the gap between
quality plays and small-town audiences.
“While theatre groups from small towns
get a chance to come and perform in
front of the audience in metro cities
owing to various theatre festivals
organised in these cities, it doesn't
happen very often that the audience in
those towns gets to see the classic plays
by eminent playwrights,” said Mishra.
Veteran actor Nitish Bhardwaj, who rose
to fame after playing Lord Krishna in
Mahabharat will be acting in Chakravyuh
which will be staged at Surat on February
18 and Baroda on February 19. “Krishna
has been an irreplaceable part of my
life, whether playing it on TV or in front
of live audiences. I am glad that Zee
Theatre has decided to make Chakravyuh

a part of their 15- city tour. I am looking
forward to touring to different cities and
performing in front of the audiences I
never have,” said Bhardwaj.
Dil Chahta Hai fame Sonali Kulkarni
feels that the experience of acting onstage feels different every time. “I think
the best thing about theatre is that it
has a tendency to reinvent itself. Every
time we enact a play, it feels as new
as the first time. Having said that, I
also feel that theatre lovers across the
country do not have access to some of
the classic plays that have been staged
in metro cities for many years... The tour
gives us an opportunity to reach out to
newer audiences,” she feels.
All the shows in the current calendar are
primarily in Hindi and a few in English.

tarot

Monthly Forecast
aries

leo

sagittarius

Mar 21 - Apr 19

July 23 - Aug 22

Nov 22 - Dec 21

Finding the right opportunities may not be
as easy as it seems, but keep up the efforts.
A lucrative deal is likely to be finalised on the
business front. Your professional reputation is
set to rise.
Lucky Colour: Violet

Bestowing favours on people is likely to win
you appreciation. Whatever you are engaged
in at present, you are likely to discharge it
with competence. You may receive a lot of
praise on the social front.
Lucky Colour: Indigo

Efforts on the financial front will get good
returns. Taking possession of a new house
may become a reality for some. Receiving
some kind of recognition on the social front
is possible. Travelling is on the cards.
Lucky Colour: Purple

taurus

virgo

capricorn

Apr 20 - May 20

Aug 23 - Sep 22

Dec 22 - Jan 19

Being entrusted with an important assignment
on the professional front will be a feather
in your cap. You are likely to fare well on the
academic front. Your dream of acquiring wealth
will soon come true.
Lucky Colour: Coffee

Doors to new opportunities will open for
job seekers by meeting people. Doing up the
property owned by you is indicated. Stay a
little tight-fisted on the financial front to
conserve money.
Lucky Colour: Light Green

Gain the trust of people by good performance,
if you aim to further your career. Paying the
booking amount for a property is possible
and will take you a step closer to have your
own house soon.
Lucky Colour: Cream

gemini

libra

aquarius

May 21 - June 20

Sep 23 - Oct 22

Jan 20 - Feb 18

Don’t let petty issues get blown out
of proportion, as that may spoil the
environment. Professionally, the month will
have its share of ups and downs, but your
resilience will help you prevail.
Lucky Colour: Green

A financial pinch is imminent with mounting
expenses, so remain judicious in your
spending. Keep personal matters confidential.
Those who matter on the professional front
are likely to repose full faith in you.
Lucky Colour: Peach

Your competence at work will speak for itself,
so don’t get perturbed by office politics.
Your financial prowess is set to grow, as
more avenues of earning open up. A fitness
regimen will be beneficial.
Lucky Colour: Parrot Green

cancer

scorpio

pisces

June 21 - July 22

Oct 23 - Nov 21

Feb 19 - Mar 20

Remain steadfast in your aim, as there is a
chance that you may waver from it. A suitable
job awaits job seekers and promises to set them
off on a brilliant career. You will remain fit and
energetic throughout the month.
Lucky Colour: Sky Blue

You will be able to manage your finances well.
Fears on the social front will prove incorrect,
as you continue to enjoy a good rapport with
everyone. You may adopt a more active lifestyle
to remain fit and healthy.
Lucky Colour: Bottle Green

You may have to go that extra mile on
professional front to obtain what you are
aiming at. Travelling to an exotic location
on a vacation looks real. Situation on the
monetary front remains satisfactory.
Lucky Colour: Lavender

Manisha Koushik, tarot card reader
The specific arrangement of planets and stars at the time of your birth makes you unique. Celebrity tarot card reader, numerologist, vaastu and fengshui
expert Manisha Koushik gives an insight into what the month ahead has in store for each Sun sign. For details visit: www.askmanisha.com
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M I R A C L ES O F

NUMEROLOGY

Sandhiya Mehta is an Ace Numerologist, vast expert and now a worldwide brand who represents
success and growth, for herself and for people she counsels. She has expanded the numerological
field with her research and knowledge, and with advanced experiences has helped her to help
every human soul in return, to guide them to their enchanting dreams, gain power over their
fortunes and to come alive.
au of bright lights and her charismatic personality, she has achieved of what many
With an aura
dream. She is in the field for more than thirty years, and in this journey has helped and exchanged
energies and ideas, guided people to lead better lives, has received dozens of honours and
recognitions, like ‘The Nari Ratna award, Indira Gandhi Priyadarshani Award, Rastriya Ratan award,
Mahila Shiromani award, 4p Brand recognitions, ‘The Global Indian Leaders excellence award and
many more such appreciations.
————Numerology is the most accurate predictive science, and has evolved from the ages of people
counting stars as numerical references to today where we add up all the calculations and we have
an outcome that guides you to the events in your life, and stay prepared for them.“To a person
who seeks success, my system will bring success, happiness and prosperity. And to those who
are already successful it will bring sustainability, positive reinforcements, further success and
introduce to a new and higher perspective and lifestyle.”
The Journey to my methods
li have just tried to be better in what
“I am someone who has evolved, and with every step of my life
I love, I don't just predict your future, I communicate, consult and help you empower your
energies.”
My exclusive research and study of missing numbers in your birth graph helps me to determine
what are the strong energies that I can see in you and uplift the missing energies to suit to your
dreams and ambitions. With my years or research and extremely positive results, I help these
missing energies in your graph.

Spotlighh: Whaa is MM Remedd?
MM rrmedd is ttt I hhvv ddvisee to balancc yyur nergies ii yyur birtt grapp. BB
Prrcisell ssdyinn thh eﬀffcc of acc nergg, ann its ppwwrs ww caa eﬀﬁcientll ddvvllp
thh missinn nergies ann help yyy gee successss rrsults. It's noo aa vvrnighh change,
nothinn is miracle, buu I will guidd yyy to wwrr yyur missinn nergies.
unnvvrse is balancee, hencc if yyy wann to gaii ssmethinn yyy will hhvv to se
ssmethinn, ii this case ww will help yyy se yyur negaaviies, ann help yyy staa
ppsiive, sssnn ann successsl.

SANDHIYA MEHHTA

Numerologist and Vastu consultant with activated Third Eye

2017 is an era changing event which will be the milestone
to lot of beginnings and changes, specially because it will
bring a decade of change numerologically. Consult with
Sandhiya Mehhta on how this affects you and your
numbers and use this as an opportunity to plan your future.

The only Successful Numerologist, to have devised
Self-Help remedies for your fortune for your
prosperity, growth and sustainable success.
Are you aware about your Past, present and future?

The curious case of 4 & 8
“In my research, nearly 70% people are connected to these numbers, and this loop then influences
your further generations too.’
disappoi
One usually guards themselves because we have all heard a lot about disappointments
and delays,
sorrows and hardships of 4 & 8 and with 7 they form a trio of these energies. But I see them
powerful steroids, to be handled carefully. Then I will channelize it to positive planning and
maximise your fortune’s profits. Feel blessed if you belong to them, we will empower your life and,
learn through 4 & 8 and reap more fruits of your hard work than you would have previously did.
Handle your energies well, because only in the right hands they will empower with 4 & 8.
The other numbers & their destiny
Individually every number has its massive merits but if it doesn’t get the support of your
fadic/destiny number it cannot do much for you. 1, 9, 5 & 3 are very powerful numbers and should
get magnanimous success as per individual calculations, but if you are still struggling and have
faced certain problems you should try and understand your state of energies and detangle the
web, to create a free path for your future.
dif
We all are a mix of many numbers, their combinations play us differently
and affects us differently.
We have to empower these combinations in our fortune, to achieve what is extraordinary, which
makes us exemplary individuals, that help themselves and in addition help their families, society,
help someone in need who looks unto you.
“Knowledge empowers you, and there is nothing more powerful than to understand yourself, your
potentials, what holds you back, what drives you forward.” I provide you this knowledge about
yourself, though numerology. Knowledge about finances, career, turnaround years, lucky dates,
months, years, things that help you have a strong backup plan for everything in life. “No mantra,
fasting, name changes singularly guarantees you anything. Ultimately its you who has to foresee
the future, and I help you to do so.” Follow a simplistic solution that I call Sandhiya Mehhta’s
remedy system, and we will work on your energies and align them in the right direction.
poi the way.” If you
There is a Buddhist saying, “You yourself must strive; the Buddha’s just point
believe in yourself and the universe let me just show you a direction, you yourself will lead on the
right path and achieve the results within no desired time. I have received tremendous positive
feedbacks to have faith in the universe myself.
“I am not god; I just understand my field of work and use it to help people, guide them and provide
them with some efficient ways to be happy, peaceful, ever-glorious and a good part of our society
& I continue to achieve results with all my clients." -Sandhiya Mehhta.

For any further personalised details about yourself or your
family, children, guidelines to positive living, numerological
analysis of yourself and SANDHIYA MEHHTA’S REMEDY tools,
write in or call up on the following:
Sandhiya Mehhta / Yellow soul
+91 – 9819921673, +91 9769071673
HO: Mumbai: 022-26371670, 71
+91-96
Delhi: +91-9654483695
Email: contact.yellowsoul@gmail.com
Website: www.yellowsoul.in
Read more about me on my website www.yellowsoul.in
Follow us for daily predictions:

@SandhiyaMehta
Sandhiya.Mehhta

RISE AND SHINE.
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Vistara
celebrates two
successful
years of
operations

Know more
about products
and services
onboard
Vistara

Get an insight
into the
Boarding Pass
Exclusive offers
this month

The fastest
rewarding
Frequent Flyer
Program
is here

vistara Experience

celebrating the

new feeling
Anniversary sale, onboard celebrations, new destinations and
awards; Vistara celebrated two successful years of operations
by sharing the joy with its customers

V

istara, India’s newest
and fastest growing full
service airline that carries
the legacy of two iconic
brands – Tata Sons and
Singapore Airlines — celebrated its
second anniversary last month. With a
rapidly growing network that connects
20 destinations across India and a fleet
of 13 A320s, Vistara has flown close to
4 million customers through more than
500 weekly flights since the first flight
from Delhi to Mumbai on January 9, 2015.
Launch of a special
anniversary sale
As we celebrated two wonderful years
of operations, we shared the joy with our
customers through a special 3-day long
‘Celebration Sale’ with one-way fares
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starting at `899. This gave many other
travellers an opportunity to ‘fly the new
feeling’ and experience the difference
that makes Vistara the preferred choice
for millions.
Celebrations 35,000 ft. above
the ground
To celebrate the momentous milestone
with its customers, Vistara curated an
exclusive menu of delectable desserts
like Banana & Praline Bavarois and
Toasted Almond & Chocolate Parfait,
which was served on especially designed
tray mats and boxes with heartfelt
gratitude in the week of our birthday.
New Destinations
Extending the ‘new feeling’ further,
Vistara presented its customers with the

option to travel to two more exciting
destinations with the announcement of
flights to the holy city of Punjab, Amritsar,
and Leh in the lap of the Himalayas,
in March 2017. An enormous number
of pilgrims and tourists visit Amritsar
throughout the year to pray at the Golden
Temple and the city also draws visitors
from across the globe for its rich culture
and cuisine. It is also among the 27 new
smart cities to be developed by the
Ministry of Urban Development, the city
will also attract business travelers in time
to come. Leh is another special tourist
destination that has emerged to be a
favourite amongst millions of Indians.
Its Buddhist sites, nearby trekking areas
and amazing landscapes are increasingly
finding place in the bucket lists of global
and local travellers.

Vistara will operate direct flights between Delhi and
Leh on weekends from March 25, 2017
In pics:
Moments of
celebration
at Vistara

Vistara will operate direct flights
between Delhi and Leh on weekends
from March 25, 2017 and thereafter,
increase the frequency to daily flights
starting May 10, 2017 onwards. Tickets
are available for booking on all channels.
Giving Wings to Dreams
Sharing its success and happiness, Vistara,
in association with the NGO, Round
Table India, took off with a group of less-

privileged children and enabled a ‘Flight
of Fantasy’ for them to Ahmedabad,
giving wings to their aspirations and
adding memories of a lifetime to their
childhood. The children had a day packed
with fun-filled and educational activities
in Ahmedabad, where they visited
the Gandhi Ashram, play-acted the
professions of their dreams at Kankaria
Kids City and went on a boat ride to have
the time of their lives. Going further

ahead in its commitment to give back
to the society, Vistara employees are
contributing towards an education fund
that will be given to the airline’s NGO
partner, Salaam Balak Trust, which works
for the homeless and street children in
New Delhi.
Celebrating
many
sweet
successes
In the run up to Vistara’s second
birthday, we wrapped up our best
ever month in December 2016. Vistara
emerged as one of the leaders in on-time
performance last year, with its market
share steadily climbing up the charts as
well. Vistara also added international
airlines as interline partners, including
Ethiopian Airlines and Turkish Airlines,
connecting Indian travellers to even
more
international
destinations.
Vistara’s list of achievements grew,
with it recently being voted as the ‘Best
Domestic Airline’ and Runners Up in the
‘Favourite Domestic Airline’ category by
the readers of Travel + Leisure India and
Condé Nast Traveller India, respectively.
Besides, Vistara was also tagged as the
‘Most Loved Airline’ by Skytrax and the
‘Best New Entrant (Domestic)’ by Air
Passengers Association of India (APAI).
All this and more helped many more
travellers fly the new feeling in
Indian skies!
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Flight Schedule
Origin

Ahmedabad

Amritsar
Bagdogra

Bengaluru

Bhubaneshwar

Chandigarh

Delhi
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Destination

No. of Stops

Flight No.

Departure

Arrival

Days of Ops

Delhi

0

UK 946

9:00

10:30

Daily

Effective Period

Delhi

0

UK 968

20:20

21:55

Daily

Delhi

0

UK 813

15:15

16:30

234567

From 01 Mar

Mumbai

0

UK 736

16:25

18:45

234567

From 08 Mar

Guwahati

0

UK 868

13:00

14:00

Daily

Bagdogra

1

UK 868

7:00

12:25

123456

Delhi

0

UK 868

7:00

9:40

123456

Delhi

0

UK 836

20:10

22:50

Daily

Delhi

0

UK 797

11:10

13:50

Daily

Till 18 Feb
From 19 Feb

Delhi

0

UK 797

10:10

12:55

Daily

Guwahati

1

UK 838

10:10

14:30

Daily

Kolkata

0

UK 898

20:50

23:20

Daily

From 15 Feb

Kolkata

0

UK 898

21:10

23:40

Daily

Till 14 Feb

Kolkata

0

UK 838

10:10

12:35

Daily

Delhi

0

UK 786

8:45

11:00

12345

Delhi

0

UK 760

21:20

23:45

Daily

Delhi

0

UK 879

15:20

16:20

Daily

Hyderabad

1

UK 879

15:20

19:15

Daily

Ahmedabad

0

UK 959

6:45

8:25

Daily

Ahmedabad

0

UK 969

18:15

19:45

Daily

Amritsar

0

UK 994

13:20

14:35

234567

Bagdogra

0

UK 868

10:20

12:25

Daily

Bengaluru

0

UK 811

7:40

10:30

123456

Till 18 Feb

From 01 Mar

Bengaluru

0

UK 811

6:55

9:30

123456

From 19 Feb

Bengaluru

0

UK 813

17:45

20:25

Daily

Till 14 Feb
From 15 Feb

Bengaluru

0

UK 813

17:25

20:10

Daily

Bhubaneshwar

0

UK 709

6:00

8:10

12345

Bhubaneshwar

0

UK 781

18:40

20:45

Daily

Chandigarh

0

UK 830

13:35

14:35

Daily

Goa

0

UK 859

9:00

11:40

67

Goa

0

UK 847

11:10

13:45

Daily

Goa

0

UK 867

16:30

19:10

Daily

Guwahati

0

UK 739

10:15

12:35

6

Guwahati

1

UK 868

10:20

14:00

Daily

Hyderabad

0

UK 829

7:10

9:10

123456

Hyderabad

0

UK 829

7:45

9:55

7

Hyderabad

0

UK 879

17:05

19:15

Daily

Hyderabad

0

UK 899

13:10

15:20

Daily

Jammu

0

UK 785

8:15

9:45

67

Kochi

0

UK 885

14:40

18:00

Daily

Till 14 Feb

Origin

Delhi

Goa

Guwahati

Hyderabad

Jammu

Destination

No. of Stops

Flight No.

Departure

Arrival

Days of Ops

Kochi

1

UK 995

10:20

15:40

Daily

Effective Period

Kolkata

0

UK 747

7:20

9:25

Daily

Kolkata

0

UK 719

20:10

22:30

Daily

Leh

0

UK 965

7:00

8:30

67

From 25 Mar

Leh

0

UK 965

7:00

8:30

Daily

From 10 May

Lucknow

0

UK 970

11:40

12:45

Daily

Mumbai

0

UK975

6:00

8:05

123456

Mumbai

0

UK943

7:15

9:25

12345

Till 14 Feb

Mumbai

0

UK943

7:30

9:45

12345

From 15 Feb

Mumbai

0

UK995

10:20

12:25

Daily

Mumbai

0

UK 983

11:40

13:45

1234

Mumbai

0

UK 933

15:10

17:20

Daily

Mumbai

0

UK 955

17:45

19:55

Daily

From 15 Feb

Mumbai

0

UK 955

18:10

20:30

Daily

Till 14 Feb

Mumbai

0

UK 977

19:05

21:10

Daily

Mumbai

0

UK 981

21:20

23:25

Daily

Mumbai

0

UK 963

8:45

11:10

Daily

Port Blair

1

UK 747

7:20

12:30

Daily

Pune

0

UK 991

17:25

19:30

Daily

Pune

0

UK 720

10:15

12:30

123457

Srinagar

0

UK 799

7:20

8:35

Daily

From 15 Feb

Srinagar

0

UK 799

8:30

9:50

12345

Till 14 Feb

Srinagar

1

UK 785

8:15

11:15

67

Till 14 Feb

Varanasi

0

UK 729

13:20

14:40

Daily

From 15 Feb

Varanasi

0

UK 729

14:05

15:30

Daily

Till 14 Feb

Delhi

1

UK 902

13:35

17:55

567

Delhi

0

UK 856

12:15

15:00

67

Delhi

0

UK 884

14:20

17:05

Daily

Delhi

0

UK 848

19:45

22:25

Daily

Mumbai

0

UK 902

13:35

14:55

567

Ahmedabad

1

UK 969

15:05

19:45

Daily

Bengaluru

1

UK 897

14:45

19:30

Daily

Delhi

0

UK 738

13:10

15:50

6

Delhi

0

UK 969

15:05

17:30

Daily

Kolkata

0

UK 897

14:45

15:55

Daily

Chandigarh

1

UK 830

9:55

14:35

123456

Chandigarh

1

UK 830

10:35

14:35

7

Delhi

0

UK830

9:55

12:30

123456

Delhi

0

UK830

10:35

12:55

7

Delhi

0

UK 858

16:10

18:15

Daily

Delhi

0

UK 870

1955

22:15

Daily

Delhi

0

UK 714

1035

12:20

Daily

From 15 Feb

Delhi

1

UK 785

10:25

13:25

67

Till 14 Feb

Delhi

0

UK 714

11:55

13:30

12345

Till 14 Feb

Srinagar

0

UK 785

10:25

11:15

67

Till 14 Feb
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Origin

Kochi

Kolkata

Leh

Lucknow

Mumbai

Port Blair

Pune

Srinagar

Varanasi
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Destination

No. of Stops

Flight No.

Departure

Arrival

Days of Ops

Delhi

0

UK 824

18:40

22:00

Daily

Delhi

1

UK 940

16:40

21:40

Daily

Mumbai

0

UK 940

16:40

18:40

Daily

Bengaluru

0

UK 897

16:50

19:30

Daily

Bengaluru

0

UK 843

7:05

9:30

Daily

Delhi

0

UK 778

16:50

19:30

Daily

Effective Period

Delhi

0

UK 720

7:10

9:35

Daily

Guwahati

0

UK 838

13:20

14:30

Daily

Port Blair

0

UK 747

10:05

12:30

Daily

Pune

1

UK 720

7:10

12:30

123457

Delhi

0

UK 966

9:05

10:25

Daily

From 10 May

Delhi

0

UK 966

9:05

10:25

67

From 25 Mar

Delhi

0

UK 933

13:20

14:30

Daily

Mumbai

1

UK 933

13:20

17:20

Daily

Amritsar

0

UK 735

13:25

15:50

234567

Bengaluru

0

UK 850

21:50

23:30

Daily

From 08 Mar

Delhi

0

UK 994

10:25

12:40

12345

From 15 Feb

Delhi

0

UK 988

20:40

22:50

Daily

From 15 Feb

Delhi

0

UK 994

10:05

12:30

12345

Till 14 Feb

Delhi

0

UK 988

21:15

23:35

Daily

Till 14 Feb

Delhi

0

UK 930

7:30

9:35

123456

Delhi

0

UK 944

14:25

16:30

1234

Delhi

0

UK 902

15:45

17:55

Daily

Delhi

0

UK 996

18:30

20:35

Daily

Delhi

0

UK 940

19:30

21:40

Daily

Delhi

0

UK 970

8:50

11:00

Daily

Goa

0

UK 820

11:50

13:00

567

Kochi

0

UK 995

13:25

15:40

Daily

Lucknow

1

UK 970

8:50

12:45

Daily

Delhi

1

UK 778

13:30

19:30

Daily

Kolkata

0

UK 778

13:30

16:05

Daily

Delhi

0

UK 998

13:10

15:25

123457

Delhi

0

UK 992

20:05

22:15

Daily

Delhi

0

UK 785

11:50

13:25

67

Till 14 Feb

Jammu

0

UK 799

9:10

10:00

Daily

From 15 Feb

Jammu

0

UK 799

10:25

11:15

12345

Till 14 Feb

Bengaluru

1

UK 813

15:20

20:10

Daily

From 15 Feb

Delhi

0

UK 813

15:20

16:45

Daily

From 15 Feb

Delhi

0

UK 955

16:05

17:30

Daily

Till 14 Feb

Mumbai

1

UK 955

16:05

20:30

Daily

Till 14 Feb

Connecting Flights
Origin

Ahmedabad

Via

Delhi

Destination

Varanasi

Origin

Destination

Departure

Flight No.

Flight No.

1

946

729

9:00

Arrival 1

10:30

Connection

Departure

Time

2

3:35

14:05

15:30

6:30

Arrival 2

Total Time

Days of

Effective

Operations

Period

Daily

Till 14 Feb

Ahmedabad

Delhi

Lucknow

946

970

9:00

10:30

1:10

11:40

12:45

3:45

Daily

Till 14 Feb

Ahmedabad

Delhi

Chandigarh

946

830

9:00

10:30

3:05

13:35

14:35

5:35

Daily

Till 14 Feb

Bengaluru

Delhi

Lucknow

868

970

7:00

9:40

2:00

11:40

12:45

5:45

123456

Till 14 Feb

Bengaluru

Delhi

Chandigarh

868

830

7:00

9:40

3:55

13:35

14:35

7:35

123456

Till 14 Feb

Bengaluru

Delhi

Chandigarh

797

830

10:10

12:55

0:40

13:35

14:35

4:25

Daily

Till 14 Feb

Bhubaneswar

Delhi

Chandigarh

786

830

8:45

11:00

2:35

13:35

14:35

5:50

12345

Till 14 Feb

Chandigarh

Delhi

Mumbai

879

955

15:20

16:20

1:50

18:10

20:30

5:10

Daily

Till 14 Feb

Chandigarh

Delhi

Bhubaneswar

879

781

15:20

16:20

2:20

18:40

20:45

5:25

Daily

Till 14 Feb
Till 14 Feb

Chandigarh

Delhi

Bengaluru

879

813

15:20

16:20

1:25

17:45

20:25

5:05

Daily

Chandigarh

Delhi

Pune

879

991

15:20

16:20

1:05

17:25

19:30

4:10

Daily

Till 14 Feb

Chandigarh

Delhi

Mumbai

879

977

15:20

16:20

2:45

19:05

21:10

5:50

Daily

Till 14 Feb

Chandigarh

Delhi

Kolkata

879

719

15:20

16:20

3:50

20:10

22:30

7:10

Daily

Till 14 Feb

Chandigarh

Delhi

Ahmedabad

879

969

15:20

16:20

1:55

18:15

19:45

4:25

Daily

Till 14 Feb

Delhi

Mumbai

Bengaluru

955

850

18:10

20:30

1:20

21:50

23:30

5:20

Daily

Till 14 Feb

Delhi

Mumbai

Goa

975

820

6:00

8:05

3:45

11:50

13:00

7:00

56

Till 14 Feb

Delhi

Mumbai

Bengaluru

933

850

15:10

17:20

4:30

21:50

23:30

8:20

Daily

Till 14 Feb

Delhi

Mumbai

Kochi

963

995

8:45

11:10

2:15

13:25

15:40

6:55

Daily

Till 14 Feb
Till 14 Feb

Delhi

Mumbai

Goa

963

820

8:45

11:10

0:40

11:50

13:00

4:15

567

Delhi

Mumbai

Kochi

943

995

7:15

9:25

4:00

13:25

15:40

8:25

12345

Till 14 Feb

Delhi

Mumbai

Goa

943

820

7:15

9:25

2:25

11:50

13:00

5:45

5

Till 14 Feb

Delhi

Kolkata

Guwahati

747

838

7:20

9:25

3:55

13:20

14:30

7:10

Daily

Delhi

Guwahati

Kolkata

739

897

10:15

12:35

2:10

14:45

15:55

5:40

6

Delhi

Mumbai

Bengaluru

955

850

17:45

19:55

1:55

21:50

23:30

5:45

Daily

Goa

Mumbai

Delhi

902

940

13:35

14:55

4:35

19:30

21:40

8:05

567

Goa

Mumbai

Delhi

902

996

13:35

14:55

3:35

18:30

20:35

7:00

567

Guwahati

Delhi

Mumbai

969

955

15:05

17:30

0:40

18:10

20:30

5:25

Daily
Daily

Guwahati

Kolkata

Delhi

897

778

14:45

15:55

0:55

16:50

19:30

4:45

Guwahati

Delhi

Mumbai

738

955

13:10

15:50

2:20

18:10

20:30

7:20

6

Guwahati

Delhi

Pune

738

991

13:10

15:50

1:35

17:25

19:30

6:20

6

Guwahati

Delhi

Mumbai

738

977

13:10

15:50

3:15

19:05

21:10

8:00

6

Guwahati

Delhi

Ahmedabad

738

969

13:10

15:50

2:25

18:15

19:45

6:35

6

Guwahati

Delhi

Mumbai

969

981

15:05

17:30

3:50

21:20

23:25

8:20

Daily

Guwahati

Delhi

Mumbai

969

977

15:05

17:30

1:35

19:05

21:10

6:05

Daily

Jammu

Delhi

Mumbai

714

955

11:55

13:30

4:40

18:10

20:30

8:35

12345

Jammu

Delhi

Mumbai

714

933

11:55

13:30

1:40

15:10

17:20

5:25

12345

Jammu

Delhi

Bengaluru

714

813

11:55

13:30

4:15

17:45

20:25

8:30

12345

Jammu

Delhi

Hyderabad

714

879

11:55

13:30

3:35

17:05

19:15

7:20

12345

Jammu

Delhi

Pune

714

991

11:55

13:30

3:55

17:25

19:30

7:35

12345

Jammu

Delhi

Kochi

714

885

11:55

13:30

1:10

14:40

18:00

6:05

12345

Jammu

Delhi

Goa

714

867

11:55

13:30

3:00

16:30

19:10

7:15

12345
12345

Jammu

Delhi

Ahmedabad

714

969

11:55

13:30

4:45

18:15

19:45

7:50

Jammu

Delhi

Varanasi

714

729

10:35

12:20

1:00

13:20

14:40

4:05

Daily

Jammu

Delhi

Mumbai

714

933

10:35

12:20

2:50

15:10

17:20

6:45

Daily

Jammu

Delhi

Hyderabad

714

879

10:35

12:20

4:45

17:05

19:15

8:40

Daily

Jammu

Delhi

Hyderabad

714

899

10:35

12:20

0:50

13:10

15:20

4:45

Daily
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Origin

Jammu

Via

Delhi

Destination

Kochi

Origin

Destination

Departure

Flight No.

Flight No.

1

714

885

10:35

Connection

Departure

Time

2

12:20

2:20

14:40

Arrival 1

Arrival 2

18:00

Total Time

7:25

Days of

Effective

Operations

Period

Daily

Jammu

Delhi

Goa

714

867

10:35

12:20

4:10

16:30

19:10

8:35

Daily

Kochi

Mumbai

Delhi

940

988

16:40

18:40

2:35

21:15

23:25

6:45

Daily

Kolkata

Delhi

Mumbai

778

981

16:50

19:30

1:50

21:20

23:25

6:35

Daily

Kolkata

Delhi

Mumbai

720

995

7:10

9:35

0:45

10:20

12:25

5:15

Daily

Kolkata

Delhi

Chandigarh

720

830

7:10

9:35

4:00

13:35

14:35

7:25

Daily

Kolkata

Delhi

Mumbai

720

983

7:10

9:35

2:05

11:40

13:45

6:35

1234

Lucknow

Delhi

Mumbai

933

955

13:20

14:30

3:40

18:10

20:30

7:10

Daily

Lucknow

Delhi

Bengaluru

933

813

13:20

14:30

3:15

17:45

20:25

7:05

Daily

Lucknow

Delhi

Pune

933

991

13:20

14:30

2:55

17:25

19:30

6:10

Daily

Lucknow

Delhi

Mumbai

933

977

13:20

14:30

4:35

19:05

21:10

7:50

Daily

Lucknow

Delhi

Goa

933

867

13:20

14:30

2:00

16:30

19:10

5:50

Daily

Lucknow

Delhi

Ahmedabad

933

969

13:20

14:30

3:45

18:15

19:45

6:25

Daily

Mumbai

Delhi

Varanasi

930

729

7:30

9:35

4:30

14:05

15:30

8:00

123456

Mumbai

Delhi

Lucknow

930

970

7:30

9:35

2:05

11:40

12:45

5:15

123456

Mumbai

Delhi

Bagdogra

930

868

7:30

9:35

0:45

10:20

12:25

4:55

123456

Mumbai

Delhi

Chandigarh

930

830

7:30

9:35

4:00

13:35

14:35

7:05

123456

Mumbai

Delhi

Varanasi

970

729

8:50

11:00

3:05

14:05

15:30

6:40

Daily

Mumbai

Delhi

Chandigarh

970

830

8:50

11:00

2:35

13:35

14:35

5:45

Daily

Mumbai

Delhi

Kolkata

902

719

15:45

17:55

2:15

20:10

22:30

6:45

Daily

Mumbai

Delhi

Kolkata

944

719

14:25

16:30

3:40

20:10

22:30

8:05

1234

Mumbai

Delhi

Varanasi

994

729

10:05

12:30

1:35

14:05

15:30

5:25

12345

Mumbai

Delhi

Chandigarh

994

830

10:05

12:30

1:05

13:35

14:35

4:30

12345

Srinagar

Delhi

Varanasi

785

729

11:50

13:25

0:40

14:05

15:30

3:40

67

Srinagar

Delhi

Mumbai

785

955

11:50

13:25

4:45

18:10

20:30

8:40

67

Srinagar

Delhi

Mumbai

785

933

11:50

13:25

1:45

15:10

17:20

5:30

67

Srinagar

Delhi

Bengaluru

785

813

11:50

13:25

4:20

17:45

20:25

8:35

67

Srinagar

Delhi

Hyderabad

785

879

11:50

13:25

3:40

17:05

19:15

7:25

67

From 15
Feb

Srinagar

Delhi

Pune

785

991

11:50

13:25

4:00

17:25

19:30

7:40

67

From 15
Feb

Srinagar

Delhi

Kochi

785

885

11:50

13:25

1:15

14:40

18:00

6:10

67

From 15
Feb

Srinagar

Delhi

Goa

785

867

11:50

13:25

3:05

16:30

19:10

7:20

67

From 15
Feb

Srinagar

Delhi

Ahmedabad

785

969

11:50

13:25

4:50

18:15

19:45

7:55

67

From 15
Feb

Varanasi

Delhi

Mumbai

955

981

16:05

17:30

3:50

21:20

23:25

7:20

Daily

From 15
Feb

Varanasi

Delhi

Mumbai

955

977

16:05

17:30

1:35

19:05

21:10

5:05

Daily

From 15
Feb

Varanasi

Delhi

Ahmedabad

955

969

16:05

17:30

0:45

18:15

19:45

3:40

Daily

From 15
Feb

Varanasi

Delhi

Mumbai

813

981

15:20

16:45

4:35

21:20

23:25

8:05

Daily

From 15
Feb

Varanasi

Delhi

Mumbai

813

955

15:20

16:45

1:00

17:45

19:55

4:35

Daily

From 15
Feb

Varanasi

Delhi

Mumbai

813

977

15:20

16:45

2:20

19:05

21:10

5:50

Daily

From 15
Feb

Varanasi

Delhi

Ahmedabad

813

969

15:20

16:45

1:30

18:15

19:45

4:25

Daily

From 19
Feb
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To register, log on to www.momentumjharkhand.com or Connect 0651 2240 040/6556 666.

Building a better
working world

vistara experience

Get exclusive benefits
even after your

flight

Presenting Boarding Pass Exclusives! Now, flash your
boarding pass within seven days of your travel at our
partner brands and enjoy exciting offers

Retail Shopping

5% off on transactions of `10,000 and
above (Max discount: `1000), offer
applicable only at www.croma.com (not
applicable at any offline store).
Use promo code: VISTCROM
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Flat 10% off on the
entire drinks, books, and
souvenirs category at Delhi,
Mumbai and Bengaluru
Airport stores

Get flat 10% off on all
the products at Skywater
retail stores (Bengaluru,
Hyderabad and Panchkula)

Flat 15% off on Victorinox and
all other associate brands
available in Gute Reise Stores
in Delhi NCR, Mumbai,
Bengaluru, Chennai

Get flat `2500 off on
minimum purchase of
`10,000 on TATA CLiQ
Luxury Website. Use
code: CLIQLUXE2500
Terms and conditions
apply

Dining

hospitality
Black & White

Buy any pizza worth `350
and get bread sticks free
worth `116

Flat 20% off on purchases
made at Vaango

GUWAHATI ASSAM

1. One level upgrade* on
presenting the boarding pass

Dining Offer: Flat 10%
discount on food and soft
beverages
only&
atWhite
F&B
Reverse
Black
outlets (Seven, Umami &
Octave) at the hotel

2. Free dessert at any F&B outlet
along with the main course*

GUWAHATI ASSAM

1. Economy package for 1: Beer &
burger combo for `449 only

Reverse Colour

*Taxes exclusive | Domestic beer only!
Exclusive offers on coffee,
sandwiches, muffins and
croissants only at T3 Delhi

Flat 20% off on
GUWAHATI made
ASSAM
purchases
at
KFC on a transaction of
`400 and above, only at
T3 Delhi

2. Free* Appetiser on a purchase of
an entree
(Appetiser to be similar or lesser value)
3. Buy One Get One Beer

Standard Colour

(Domestic beer only!)
4. Premium package for 2:2 Margaritas
or 2 Beers + 1 Starter + 2 Main Course
+ 1 Dessert for `1,999 only.
*All Inclusive

Dining Offer: Flat 10%
discount on food & soft
beverages only at F&B
outlets (Buzz, Swirl & Deli)

GUWAHATI ASSAM

Offer valid across all the outlets of
Delhi, Chandigarh and Kolkata Only |
T&C apply!

15% off on food bill
(excluding taxes)

Avail a special 10%* off on the best
available rate along with free WiFi
using promo code ‘ZMUP10VIS’
on booking at gingerhotels.com.
Offer can also be availed by
calling 1800 266 3333 or booking
directly at the hotel. *T&Cs apply.

20% discount on body massages,
20% flat discount on suites and villas,
20% off on beverages at the bar on all
days before 7 pm

Package for 1: 2
pints of select beers
+ 1 select appetiser
@ `399 + taxes
Package for 2: 1
pitcher of select beer
+ 2 select appetizers @
`799 + taxes
T&C apply

Flat 20% off on purchases
made at Foodstreet

20% discount on best available rate
by using promo code ‘ZUSP20VIST’
for booking Lemon Tree Premier,
Lemon Tree Hotels and Red Fox
Hotels.
Booking to be done at www.
lemontreehotels.com
Offer also Includes: 20% discount
on F&B (Republic of Noodles, as
per restaurant availability), free
WiFi 24x7, buffet breakfast.

Health and Wellness

Exclusive 36% off on any
Spa service

Flat 15% discount on all
services

Exclusive 36% off on any Spa
service

Exclusive 10% off on stay along
with complementary plantation
safari, birding & nature tour,
access to golf course

Rent a Car

`600 off on Myles
(self-drive) MVO500

`500 off on Carzonrent
(premium chauffeur
driven service)
outstation booking
CVO500

Travel and Experience
Experience
the heritage
of old Delhi
like never
before
at 20%
discount

For more information, please visit www.airvistara.com and check the deals and offers section

1. Room upgrade to the next level *
Get 10% off on
Imagica Theme
park & water
park tickets

2. 10% discount on the usage of the
spa facilities
3. 10% discount on food & soft
beverages at the restaurants*
**Terms and Conditions Apply
*Terms & conditions apply
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key features
Fastest Earn

Earn up to 11 CV Points per INR 100 spent

Fastest redemptions

Award flights starting from 2000 CV Points
and Upgrade Awards from 500 CV Points

Faster elite tier qualification

Now reach elite tiers faster basis lower of Tier
Points and flights taken in 12 month period

The fastest
rewarding frequent
flyer program is
here!
Tailored for the trendsetters and
the boardroom high fliers, the all
new Club Vistara is the Fastest
Rewarding Frequent Flyer Program*
With Club Vistara, you earn CV Points based on the value
of tickets purchased, the simplest and fairest way to earn
award points. Here at Club Vistara, when you spend more,
you earn more. Club Vistara not only provides you unique
privileges but also offers you: Fastest Earn, Redemption
and Elite Tier Qualification and enhanced elite tier benefits.
As a Club Vistara member you earn CV Points beyond a
flight ticket through our airline and co-brand partners. Earn
exciting privileges and benefits on every flight as you fly
the new feeling.

How to join

Becoming a Club Vistara (CV) member is simple and quick. Register with CV by:
•

Visiting our website
www.airvistara.com

•

Downloading our Mobile App

•

Fill the inflight enrolment form
available with our crew.

Once enrolled, CV membership ID will be sent to your
registered email ID and your account will be automatically
activated. As a CV member, you will have access to your
personalised account through our website and our mobile
app, to easily keep track of all your transactions with us.

Enjoy priority status

Check-in, Waitlist Clearance, Baggage
Handling and Airport Standby

Increased baggage allowance

5- 15 kgs over and above the limit basis elite
tier status

Lounge Access

Unrestricted access to Vistara Lounge when
you fly with Vistara

Guaranteed reservations
24-48 hour prior to departure

Complimentary upgrade and
lounge access vouchers
For use by self, friends or family

Airline and non-airline partners
Earn and Redeem CV Points with our partners

Exclusive benefits and privileges
Unconditional benefits and privileges for all
fare types

Enroll now
and earn 1000
Bonus
CV Points

To receive auto-credit of your CV Points, please remember
to quote your CV ID at the time of booking and check in.
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elite tier qualification

Tier evaluation process

Tier evaluation is in terms of tier points
or the number of Vistara flights taken, whichever
upgrades or maintains your tier status faster. Refer
the Tier Evaluation criteria below:

Elite Tier Qualification process evaluates your tier status every day by
checking the number of Tier Points earned or number of flights flown in the
past 365 days. As soon as a member achieves the criteria as mentioned in
the table, they will be upgraded to the next elite tier or retain their current
tier status. In case of a tier upgrade or renewal, you elite tier status will
be valid for 12 months. On the day of expiry of your tier, if you are unable
to move up to the next elite tier or maintain your current tier, you will be
moved to the next lower tier for the next 12 months. You continue to enjoy
CV Base privileges as our CV Base tier membership will never expire.

Tier

Tier Points
required for
Upgrade

CV Silver

15000

CV Gold

25000

CV Platinum

35000

Flights required
for Upgrade
20
OR

30
40

Privileges & Benefits

CV
Base

CV
Silver

CV
Gold

CV
Platinum

Earn Points on All Flights

✓

✓

✓

✓

Tier/CV Points

8 CV Points

9 CV Points

10 CV Points

11 CV Points

✓

✓

✓

✓

Up to 48 Hours Prior*

Up to 24 Hours Prior*

Priority Airport Standby
✓

Priority Waitlist clearance
Guaranteed Reservations in
Economy Class
Priority Airport Check-in

Premium Economy
Counter

Business Class Counter

Business Class Counter

Increased Baggage Allowance

+5 Kg

+10 Kg

+15 kg

Priority Boarding

✓

✓

Lounge Access

✓

✓

Priority Baggage handling

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Lounge Access Vouchers

1

2

4

Upgrade Voucher

1

3

Exclusive Offers and Promotions

✓

5

Meet & Greet

✓

No Rescheduling Fee

✓

Earning CV Points

Our higher point earning structure ensures that you are aptly rewarded every time you fly with us.
At Club Vistara, our conscious effort is to ensure every flying experience of yours is a memorable
one. Our higher point earning structure ensures that you are aptly rewarded every time you fly with
us. Earn CV Points based on the fare value of your ticket (base fare excluding taxes and fees). When
you spend more, you will earn more CV Points. Members can also earn CV Points with our partners.
When you fly with Vistara, simply share your CV ID at the time of booking or check-in and receive
the auto – credit of CV Points in you CV account within 24-48 hours. Your CV Points are valid for 36
months from the date of flight. Use CV Points to redeem Award Flights and Upgrade Awards. Please
refer to the table to know the CV Point accrual for Vistara flights.
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Tier

CV Points per INR 100 spent

CV Base

8

CV Silver

9

CV Gold

10

CV Platinum

11

Partnerships
With our partners, make the most of your CV membership even when you are not
flying with us. We have carefully formed partnerships that offer you more choices to
earn and redeem CV Points
Airline Partners

Co-Brand Partners

Vistara now allows you to board domestic to fly international.

Earn CV Points with every swipe through Axis
Bank Vistara Credit Cards.

With Vistara, you can enjoy a hassle-free international flying experience. Being the
preferred partner for many major international flights, our relationship with them allows
you to earn and redeem CV Points on their flights.
You can earn and redeem CV Points on the following international flights:

Understanding Tier Points and CV Points
When you fly with Vistara, you earn CV Points that enable you to redeem Award Flights &
Upgrade Awards and Tier Points that help determine your elite tier.
Tier Points are non-redeemable and are valid only for 12 months from the date of the
flight. You can use your CV Points as currency to redeem rewards with Vistara & its
Partners. CV Points are valid for 36 months from the date of flight. When you fly/spend
with our airline/non-airline partners you earn CV Points. You can also earn CV Points by
participating in our offers and promotions.

Redemption Of CV Points
With Award Flight redemptions starting as low as 2,000 CV Points and Upgrade Awards starting at 500 CV Points,
rewards could not be any faster. Club Vistara offers you the fastest journey to redemption of flights & upgrades. You
can instantly redeem Award Flights by logging on to our website www.airvistara.com
Vistara Award Flights
•

You can redeem CV Points for Vistara Award
Flights by following the below easy steps:

•

Log on to www.airvistara.com

•

Enter Club Vistara membership ID

•

Click on ‘Redeem Now’ button

•

Submit details on ‘Redeem Award Flight’

•

Select ‘Flight & Redeem’

Vistara Upgrade Rewards
Now redeem CV Points to upgrade your cabin class by calling our
Customer Service Centre at +91 120 6699901/02 or contacting
our Airport Ticketing Office (ATO) for instant upgrades.

To know the CV Points required for Vistara Award Flights and
Vistara Upgrade Awards, please visit our website at www.
airvistara.com

Complimentary Tier Match
We invite you to enjoy a complimentary 3-month CV Gold membership, if you are a Gold or above tier member with any other
frequent flyer program. Please send us a request along with a copy of your membership card/ statement at contactus@
clubvistara.com or visit us at www.clubvistara.com
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